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Foreword

The stunning changes in the complexion of international politics that began
late in the decade of the 1980s and continue today will profoundly affect the
American military establishment as a whole, and the US Air Force in particular.
Decisions about the future course of the military will be made in the early part
of the 1990s which will essentially determine the course of the US Air Force well
into the next century. Decisions of such importance require thoughtful con-
sideration of all points of view.

This report is one in a special series of CADRE Papers which address many of
the issues that decision makers must consider when undertaking such momen-
tous decisions. The list of subjects addressed in this special series is by no means
exhaustive, and the treatment of each subject is certainly not definitive. However,
the Papers do treat topics of considerable importance to the future of the US Air
Force, treat them with care and originality, and provide valuable insights.

We believe this special series of CADRE Papers can be of considerable value to
policymakers at all levels as they plan for the US Air Force and its role in the
so-called postcontainment environment.

ZDENIS. DEW.Col
Director
Airpower Research Institute
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Executive Summaries

ESSAY 1. 'The Functions and Structure of Nuclear Deterrence in the Post-Cold
War World"

The change reshaping the Soviet Union and other tormer members of the
Communist bloc has also altered the strategic equation for tile United States.
Given that nuclear weapons and the intense superpower rivalry of 40 years of
cold war have helped foster a certain air of predictability in international affairs.
the present flux in the international system has creatcd a number of possiblt
security scenarios. The author explores these possibilities as they relate to the
strategic future of the Soviet Union. the possible evolution of a new European
system of collective security, and the challenges of regional conflict in a multipolar
world. Of primary concern Is the question of the continued validity of traditional
concepts of deterrence in a system characterized by the profusion of advanced
military capabilities which no longer possesses many of the stabilizing strategic
counterweights of the cold war.

ESSAY 2. "More for Less-An Arms Control Strategy for the 1990s"

Strategic nuclear force structure requirements for the 1990s must be con-
sidered in light of the changing security environment, and particularly in terms
of the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START). Because START will shape the
relative strategic capabilities of the US and Soviet Union for the foreseeable future,
it Is imperative that the US devise the most cost-effective nuclear deterrent force
possible within expected START constraints. The authors examine a number of
force structure alternatives as to triad size and composition (or tetrad, if cruise
missiles are considered) to determine how we might obtain the best possible
deterrent guarantee for the best price under START linltations.

ESSAY 3. *A SlOP for Perestroika"

The evolving strategic relationship between the US and the Soviet Union
appears to offer an unprecedented opportunity for both nations to develop nuclear
weapons development and deployment policies based on a shared security
commitment to deterrent stability and risk reduction, rather than on the latent
insecurities that characterized cold war defense policy. Given that the United
States has apparently arrived at a culminating point in its competition with the
Soviet Union. a new deterrent construct is urgcntly required if we are to realize
the gains possible in current global events.
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f,88A 4. 'Theater Nuclear Forces and Extended Deterrence in a Multipolar
World"

The role pl ý, ed by nonstrategic nuclear forces In the cold war logic of extended
deterrence 2changing dramatically. as the US and Soviet Union retreat from the
quasi ,,.iontational military postures of the past 40 years. What do present
changes In the global security picture portend for this class of weapons? The
author evaluates possibilities using a matrix of considerations: trends In the
International system: strategic ways, means, and perceptions: Intrinsic
capabilities of new generations of nuclear weapons: and operative views of
extended nuclear deterrence. One conclusion is that. owing to the desirability of
having a graduated means of deterring conflict and controlling escalation, theater
nucleax weapons may remain important elements of US military capability in the
global environment of the future.
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Preface

No single thuig abides, but all things flow
Fragment to fragment clings; the things tuts grow

Until we know and name them. By degrees
They melt, and are no more the things we know.

-Lucretius. -0n the Nature offitnga"

The &Sonj of Philosphy

Dramatic changes in the geopolitical landscape have proceeded with scarcely
diminished vigor since the late 1980s, and show few signs of abating, In many
respects. we can only begin to guess at the ultimate direction of these changes,
much lcss their ultimate destination. Consequently. it is not surprising to find
few. inside or outside the defense community, willing to venture a reflective
analysis of the long-term implications of these changes for American security
strategy. For, to quote Mark Twain, in view of the relative probability of being
proven embarrassingly wrong by subsequent events, it would seem 'better to
remain silent and be thought a fool, than to open your mouth and remove all
doubt."

As is typical of human affairs in general, significant contradiction as well as
uncertainty characterize the current flux in the international system. The
possibility of more rather than less conflict at the regional level diminishes the
promise of a world free from the tensions of perennial superpower competition.
As the Bush administration recently noted, 'the erosion of U.S.-Soviet bipolarity
could permit and in some ways encourage the growth" of the threat to US security
interests posed by regional conflicts throughout the world. Similarly, for a world
long accustomed, but never reconciled, to the nightmare possibilities represented
by nuclear weapons, recent developments in Soviet-American relations portend
at least partial relief from what Albert Wohlstetter termed the "delicate balance
of terror." Yet nuclear weapons production continues, new and improved var-
heads and delivery systems are developed and deployed, existing strategic and
theater nuclear weapons remain in operational readiness, and the proliferation
of technologies of mass destruction proceeds apace. The logic of such develop-
ments is as yet uncertain, while their grammar defies interpretation.

It is with one foot firmly planted in such realities that this collection of thoughts
on the nuclear future is offered. This collection does not presume to be com-
prehensive in terms of exploring all issues of critical importance to the question
of future nuclear ends and means. For example, discussions of the future
implications of strategic defense or of advanced nuclear weapons technologies
are notable for their absence. The omission of such issues here is not a judgment
as to their relative importance as pieces in the unfolding strategic puzzle but
rather the result of a conscious decision to begin with things as we know them.
By examining first those dimensions of the nuclear equation most fundamental
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to the immediate security interests of the United States. such as tile nature of
the evolving strategic relationship between the United States and tihe Soviet Union
as well as arms control optio is for lasting strategic stability, the essays here will.
hopefully, provide a baseline for considering the shape of things to come. Neither
do any of the contributions make an unqualified conceptual leap into the
unknown by attempting to predict the future or proposing revolutionary solutions
to the problems of a nuclear world. The approach settled upon as potentially
most useful to those charged with policy development was to project-and, where
appropriate, prescribe-future nuclear weapons developments rather than to
speculate as to what might be. This is itot so much a matter of hedging one's
bets as it is a tacit concession that the immediate future is an evolutionary
extension of the present rather than a dramatic departure from the recent past.

The hope of the contributors and the editorial staff is that an examination of
what we know about the attributes of nuclear weapons and how they relate to
national power in this last decade of the twentieth century will. in a general sense.
produce useful insights, if not answers, as to where we may (or should) be going.
If the essays raise more questions than they answer, as long as such questions
are ones that might not have arisen of their own accord, this effort will have
accomplished its purpose.

At the risk of burdening the reader with unwanted debts, several acknowl-
edgments must be made to those responsible for this project. First. to Col Dennis
M. Drew. director of the Airpower Research Institute, who commissioned the Air
Force Futures Project of which this is but a small part, and who, in inimitable
fashion, allowed the contributors to "do their own thing" with no intellectual
constraints as to the scope of the ideas to be considered. Second. to Drs David
Maclsaac, director of research, and Lewis Ware, senior research fellow, whose
scholarly insights helped to expose hidden flaws in both theme and development
of the ideas on theater nuclear forces. Third, to Dr Richard Bailey. editor and
professional historian, whose perspectives as to the scope of the historical change
engulfing the world are matched only by his ability to make the words speak as
the authors intended. Fourth, to Dot McCluskle and her production staff in the
Air University Press for their unstinting efforts to make this project a published
reality, and finally, to the essayists themselves, who bore with good humor the
inevitable slings and barbs of the editorial process.
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Essay 1

The Functions and Structure of Nuclear
Deterrence in the Post-Cold War World

by

Dr Donald M. Snow
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Introduction
THE ABRUPT collapse of the Soviet em- weapons," but evmyone knew it was only
pire and the cold war has changed almost a matter of time until the Soviets gained
everything about International relations them as well. The question then became:
and national security. The nuclear What will be the role of nuclear weapons?
balance and the structure of nuclear Would their purpose be deterrence, as
deterrence are no exception to that rule. Bernard Brodie argued in The Absolue
In the turbulentyear since the Berlin Wall Weapon in 1946?' Or would their role be
fell and brought down-much of the Com- as yet another, if awful, weapon of war.
munist world with it, the nuclear balance as William Liscum Borden suggested
has remained. The question that must be during the same year in There Wll Be No
asked for the future is: What will the llme?
structure and functions of nuclear The point is that it took several years
weapons and the balance be in the evolv- to answer both questions. Postwar col-
ing world order? laboration was effectively dead by 1947,

In early 1991, two factors stand out as but it took several more years for the
parameters within which considerations edifice of the cold war to be completely
of nuclear weapons must be enclosed, erected. Similarly, the debate over
One is that we are in the midst of a major nuclear weapons was hardly short term.
systemic change in the nature and rules The collapse of the cold war was an
of international relations. The last time event as traumatic as the end of World
such a change occurred was at the end of War II, and the result has been to begin
World War I1, when the victorious Allies- a process of system change likely as
principally the United States and the profound. To take the parallel a step
Soviet Union-were faced with rebuilding further, we are at a point more or less
the shattered peace. comparable to where the framers of the

There were two major variables that postwar system were in 1946 or 1947.
would shape the post-World War H world. There are a lot of questions about the
The first was whether the wartime col- future, but not many answers about Its
laboration could be maintained. If it shape."3

could, the United Nations provided a col- In one sense, the questions are very
laborative forum for collective security similar. The most basic question is the
through Article VII of the charter: if it continuing relationship between the cold
could not, then Article 51 of that same war superpowers. While growing
charter provided for organizing their dis- cooperation between the United States
cord (the collective defense provision). In and the Soviet Union has been the most
the absence of collaboration-at least positive sign of the new postwar order, the
before Operation Desert Shield in 1990-- enormous turbulence and unrest in the
the system evolved to the politico-military Soviet Union creates at least some ques-
confrontation known as a-cold war. tion about the final outcome and thus the

The other variable was the advent of nature of the security question in the
nuclear weapons. When World War II post-cold war system. A related question
ended, of course, the United States was raised by Soviet turbulence and enlivened
the sole possessor of these "absolute by the dynamics of the international
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CADRE PAPER

economic system is who wil be the major will begin by tookiig at what that
players in the new system. relationship has becomet and how that

The nuclear question also remains. As relationship helped contribute to the cur-
will be argued below, the cold war system rent system change Following that dis-
answered the 1946 question about cussion, we will lotk at some of the
nuclear utility in Brodie's favor, and variables that will act and Interact to
deterrence remains a key element both In create the shape anid tules of the new
system transformation and maintenance system. Finally. we will try to make some
in the new order. The new questions recommendations, albeit hesitantly.
about nuclear weapons have to do with about the role of nuclear weapons during
stability In the Soviet Union and the and after the transitUon.
proliferation of nuclear and other lethal
weapons to the third world.

The other relevant factor affecting The Nuclear Status Quo
nuclear dynamics is the existence of the
nuclear balance itself at very high levels NUCLEAR WEAfPONS have always beeii
of destructive capability. In 1946 deter- controversial. Given the consequences of
rence was a matter of simple American their use In anger where more than one

self-restraint in using the weapons avail- disputant possesses them, this is entirely
able to it: today, even after the so-called understandable. Because nuclear
deep cuts in the Strategic Arms Reduc- weapons and whal 11w)y (it) are anything
tion Talks (START) are absorbed, the but attractive, people by and large are
deadly balance is not materially affected. repelled by them. T'liy do not want to
The rubble may bounce a few times less think atb)ut nuclecii weapons: they wish
often and possibly not quite as high, but that nuclear weaponls would simply go
there is no doubt whatsoever that it still away.
will bounce. While understandable. u ath a react ion

Just as the outcome of Soviet- taints thinking about nmcleac weapons
American relations in the new order is at and their role in world politics. While
least partially problematical, so is the role admitting that one wotuld hardly want to
of nuclear weapons and the nuclear cuddle up with a nuclear bomb shaped
balance. The two are related: if Soviet- plush pillow, ihat emollon does not
American comity becomes the underpin- relieve us of tnderstauudliuig why the
ning of the new order, then nuclear nuclear balanm e canie axtit tit the first
weapons, at least as superpower deter- place and. more Inipoi laully, how it has
rents, will gradually lose their meaning in contributed to the renmarkable series of
that context. On the other hand, should events that is transiermli- g the Interna-
convulsions in the Soviet Union badly tional system.
destabilize that country and possibly This is not the pla'- I[ it hisloly of the
bring into power a regime that sours the nuclear armis lace. The tIat that there
growing friendship, as Eduard evolved a coimpetitioti in uuiiclear arms as
Shevardnadze warned in December 1990 the centerpiece of fhe l)tostwar Interrna-
when he resigned the foreign minister- tional systeu lprolyal)ly has two roots.
ship. then nuclear weapons could take on The first and most obviokis root was that
quite a different role. the beginning of the tohl war and the

The task we have before us Is to try to arrival ol nuctlear technology coincided."
assess what the future will bring to the Thanks to the ceaseless activity of the
nuclear relationship between the United nuclear phiy scs c-ommniituiitv during the
States and the Soviet Union. To do so, we war, nuclear fission| had tweemi conquiered
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by the Atu•arimns: and by dint 4)1 hard utterly factless-thus vacuous--debates
work amid smicess•,tl espionage. the about the levels at which nuclear war

oviets wete not tar b.hindl. might be fought (could it be limited? if so.
III(e Se•ntd icason lot the development at what levels?), no one has ever had the

oI nrtulear arsenals was that there was a slightest idea whether nuclear war could
military conixptition between the super- be limited or not. What came to be recog-
powers that was the outgrowth of the nized was that. despite all the plans and
negal le verdict on , postwar collabo<ation, the unrealistic war games in the world, a
Since nuclear weapo<s were the most nuclear war once started could become an
awcsoiwe w-alOS iil It human history, all-out war. Robert Jervis termed this
neither .3ltd, co(ld allow the other to gain grim probability as -assured destruction
su1periority In this weaponry. particularly as fact," which is as good a term as any.6
during tlhe Iarkest days ol the cold war Since an all-out nuclear exchange be-
(the 195P0s arid the early 1960s), when tween the superpowers would be so
most people felt war w.as Inevitable. utterlydevastaUng-preciselyhowdevas-
Cheap Fretudlan analogles notwithstand- tating Is largely beside the point-that no
tig., miii lear arsenals became the pin- one could possibly think they had -won"
nacle of the comnpetltioTn. What separated anything for the effort, the avoidance of
the •tipcerpowers iorot everyone else was such a war became the cardinal value.
not onlY that they possessed these The result is something I have else-
weapons. b)iot th,1, theyv possessed them where called necessary peace-a struc-
in enoronus ruimbtnrs. Nuclear weapons ture of peace bom not out of any sense of
were applied riot onlly to the strategic goodwill toward one another by the su-
mission olt atackitn or retaliating against perpowers but from the fear of the conse-
one another's lerritory, bitt to the front in quences of the potential all-out version of
central Euope and by exielsion virtually such a war.7 As a result, the structure of
everywher e else.

Nuclear arsenals,. more or less mind- deterrence Is really one of self-deterrence.

lessly, grew arid grew. As technological where the superpowers are deterred not

possibility produtced flit st ballistic missile by shrill. idiotic threats from the other but

delivery capabilily to launch for new ther- by the fear that their own societies would

mhontclear weapons from land or sea and be devastated in any such conflict.

then the ability to i)iit several warheads What Is interesting about this is that
on each missile, the arsenals grew. The the political leaders in both countries
very serious people who oversaw and jus- appear to have been out ahead of the
tified this growth from a few dozen war- analysts, if that surprises anyone.
heads In the latter 1940s to over 12,000 American leaders at least as far back as
,apiece aimed at one another's homeland Dwight D. Eisenhower have articulated

.,v the 1980s did not think this was a the need to avoid nuclear war, and it has
funny thing at all, of course.5 They saw been among the first pronouncements of
growing threats and the need to compete, every Soviet leader from Niklta Khru-
lest one side or the other delude itself into shchev forward that nuclear war must be
believing it had gained some usable, ex- avoided at all costs.
ploitable advantage. Seriouks stuff in- The result has been an increasingly
deedl stable structure of deterrence across

The funny thing that happened along time. Those who have denied this fact
the way Is this: nuclear arsenals became have had to appeal to the visceral fears
so huge and so deadly that they became we all have of nuclear weapons or to build
utterly usceless. Despite elaborate and horror scenarios that offend the credulity
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of any thinking person. The conclusion behavior cost was money In no short
is inescapable: nuclear war has not been supply; when the dollars and rubles
avoided because of the cleverness or good started to run short, the charade became
luck of man; it has, more simply, been the too costly to play out.
result of avoiding the single most stupid It Is in this sense that nuclear balance
act of human history. played into the collapse of the cold war.

What has taken a little longer to figure indeed was one of the principal causes
out has been how a stable nuclear when combined with the economic col-
balance has contributed to peace more lapse of the Soviet Union. The two factors
generally. In the early 1960s. the Cuban must be seen in combination. Economr-
missile crisis made American and Soviet cally, the Leonid Brezhnev years had been
leaders who had previously believed they the "era of stagnation." where the Soviet
shared essentially no interest realize that economy flattened out while Western
indeed they had some mutual interest in economies expanded dramatically. The
avoiding mutual incineration. The result most obvious point of distinction between
was a series of arms control agreements East and West was in the area of high
that regularized overall relations and technology (e.g., computers, telecom-
played at the edges of the overall arsenals. munications. and derivative tech-
As the glow of detente faded before the nologies): the Soviets were falling rapidly
Jimmy Carter human rights campaign, behind in this driver of economic
Afghanistan, and Ronald Reagan's depic- preeminence. Moreover, they were being
tion of the "evil empire," this salutory deprived of access to Western technology
relationship became obscure. on national security grounds: the West

It was up to Mikhail S. Gorbachev to would not share "dual use" technologies
take us the next step forward. Partly with a military adversary.
motivated by mounting economic In these circumstances, ending the
problems but also mindful of the conse- cold war doubly made sense. On the one

quences of nuclear war (made more poig- hand, the terribly expensive competihton

nant by the consequences of the had become devoid of meaning; therewas

Chernobyl nuclear accident), Gorbachev little to be gained from continuing it. On

recognized-as many Americans had also the other hand, the Soviets needed
Western assistance at all levels--as theknown, in their heart of hearts--that wne f19-1poie rmtcts

sinc an coflit bewee th suer- winter of 1990-91 provided dramatic tes-
since any conflict between the super- timony-that was not going to be
powers and their blocs was potentially a forthcoming as long as the cold war raged.
nuclear war. it was also unallowable. For What thus emerges from the nuclear

Gorbachev, this was all the more obvious past is a very stable nuclear status quo
because even a conventional war might that has contributed to peace and

involve adve r,.-nt or inadvertent attacks change. As Igor Sergeev, head of the

on nuclear power plants, thereby creating Soviet Strategic Rocket Forces, puts it, "It
a de facto nuclear war. Is precisely nuclear parity, the existence

From this recognition. thf,, helowness of nuclear weapons on both sides, that

of the entire cold war structure of con- has preserved the peace. In my opinion,

frontations centered In Europe was an it is the guarantor of the impossibility of
a world war, and it can even play a pacify-easy next step. In a world where both ing role in regional conflicts."8 Before one

sides were restrained by their own sense igrl nrgoa ofit."Bfr n
moves to a very different nuclear future,

of fear of escalation, the rest was ritual, one needs to be certain that this utility is

That was all right when all the ritualistic not sacriflc•d for some other purpose.
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Nuclear Wepotv fn R leaders. Second, ,conomic perestroika
Post -Cold W81 Envixonmeznt has not pryluced the vibrancy in the

ecoirouloc system on which political

IF NUCLEAR weapons have been helpful legitimacy must reside. Rather, the
in moderating conflict in the past, do they movement toward the free market from

retain utility in the future? It is almost the command economy--an economic

certain that the continuing breakup of odyssey of historically unprecedented

the cold war will place pre~sures on both scope for which no one has a real road

the Soviet and American governments rnal---has seen things get worse. Third,

either to reduce dramatically or eliminate democracy has allowed the conquered

altogether their nuclear arsenals as. for minorities of the empire to express, in

instance, is called for in the Nuclear Non- Increasingly strident terms, their discon-
proliferation Treaty of '970. tent and their desires for national self-

In the post -cold wax system, there are determination.

at least two variable conditions which Where will It end? No one knows, and
could affect and be affected by the nuclear the guesses change on an almost daily
balance. "Te first and most obvious basis. Fears of a military coup and reim-
problem is the evolution of the old cold position of a Stalinist dictatorship swirl
war "battle grounds." The process of with horror projections of separatists
change is clearly not likely to taper off in seizing and using or threatening to use

the Soviet Union. and the rest of the nuclear weapons against the Soviet cen-

continent of Europe will undergo adjust- ter. No one predicts a rapid or smooth
ment as well At the same time, the other settling down of problems. Almost

great system dynamic Is the reemergence everyone assumes the Soviet Union will

of the third world as a problem area, emerge a reduced place-In power and

specifically in the guise of so-called probably in physical size.
regional powers heavily armed with very In the storm of change, nuclear
lethal, sophisticated arsenals. weapons act as something of an anchor.

Of these, the situation in the Soviet Assuming that the START agreement will
Union is clearly the most pressing, if for leave each side with an effective arsenal
no other reason than that the Soviets of around 8,000-9.000 weapons (includ-
remain the only country on earth capable ing those outside the counting rules), the
of destroying the United States with capabilities that both sides have will con-
nuclear weapons. The presumed intent tinue to sober any downturns In relation-
to do so may have largely disappeared In ship; nuclear arsenals will continue to
the Gorbachev era, but no one is cur- "clarify the mind." to borrow an old
rently willing to speculate either how long Southern clich6.
that era will last or what will succeed It. The bilateral role of nuclear weapons

What happens in the Soviet Union is in the future will depend on the direction
critical to the new International order and of change and reform in the Soviet Union.
hence to the nuclear balance that is part What ch.-nge has done up to now is
of that order. The Gorbachev reform pro- largely to remove any presumption of hos-
gram. aimed at remaking his country a tile Soviet Intent from the relationship:
normal rather than roguc membcr of the they maln!1,", the weapons, but few
international order. is torn from three believe they have any desire to use them
sides. First. political reform moving against us.
toward democratization has become the If change occurs positively--greater
vehicle for expressing a growing list of democratization, economic prosperity
demands against the system and its within the framework of market

7
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economics, some acceptable outcome of The worst outcome ts a diminished,
the minorities question-the bilateral im- sulking Soviet Union looking in at the
portance of the nuclear relationship general prosperity from the outside and
should decrease. The positive image of increasingly resentful of the comparison.
change, after all. has the Soviets becom- Such a Soviet Union, especially if it is
ing increasingly Western, and it is a ruled again as a dictatorship, is hardly
simple fact of life that political likelyto support the new order or tohave
democracies do not make war on one much of a stake in seeing peace and
another, people rarely choose war to solve stability.
their problems when given the choice. Nuclear weapons are very important to

If this is the case, we will enter a such a Soviet Union, because they may
nuclear relationship where huge arsenals be the last bit of evidence for its continued
would be aimed at one another for ab- great power status. For such a state, the
solutely no purpose, and the nuclear balance cannot be irrelevant, be-
anachronism of the deadly balance would cause to make it so Is to make the Soviet
gradually make sustaining the balance Union irrelevant. Such a Soviet Union
more and more untenable. This, of may need to be deterred in the old way.
course, is the same dynamic that now The map of Europe will have something
infects the North Atlantic Treaty Or- to do with the nuclear evolution as well.
ganization (NATO): if the Soviets continue E-:actly what that contribution is likely to
to normalize, and with the Warsaw Pact be hinges on two factors. The first is the
defunct, it will be harder and harder to security "architecture" that the Continent
make a case for keeping NATO around. adopts to replace the opposing alliances
What happens to NATO may be a good of the cold war. The second has to do with
indicator of what will happen to the the place of the new German Republic
nuclear balance. within the security scheme that emerges.

The danger, of course, is that reform It would appear that there are three
will fail and that the Soviets will revert to possible forms that a new European
authoritarianism. Even in December security scheme could take on. The first
1990, one could see some signs: Soviet is a structure of which NATO is the base,
citizens, for instance, carrying placards and membership is extended to the
with Stalin's picture on them. Attach- former Warsaw Pact countries, including
ment to democracy and the market are the Soviet Union if Soviet normalization
not deep in the Soviet Union. and if continues. The advantages of such a sys-
democracy and privation come to be tem are that the structure exists and that
equated. the temptation could arise to it keeps both superpowers within the
strike the kind of Faustian bargain that umbrella. Its major disadvantage is that
Germany struck in 1933. NATO, at heart, is a military alliance, and

The nuclear balance in such a case such organizations require an enemy,
takes on a different importance. Almost which NATO currently lacks. Also, NATO
no one believes that the Soviet Union has been notoriously ineffective in deal-
under the worst of circumstances can ing with non-European-so-called out of
return as an opponent of the magnitude area---contingencies due to the diversity
It was during the cold war; the East of European national interests that come
European empire is gone and cannot be to play in the third world.
restored, and the economic conditions The second possible architecture
that would fuel reversion would mean the shapes the system around an expanded
Soviet Union is no longer (if it ever was) European Community (EC). The major
an economic power. advantage of such an arrangement would
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be that it would be part of a very politically Union by adoption of an EC-based sys-
unified Europe. The disadvantages are tern. While this outcome probably has
that the US and USSR are not and cannot the least support in Europe because most
be members without critically upsetting Europeans want a continuing US
the economic mechanism, and that the presence, It Is possible and would raise
new democracies of Eastern Europe will the spectre of a three-sided competition
not likely be absorbed into the EC for the in which Europeans. including Germans,
next decade or so, when they have had might conclude that the British and
time to demonstrate their membership French nuclear forces were inadequate to
bona fides-commitment to political deter or compete with the Americans and
democracy and stable market economies. Soviets. The other problem would occur

The third possibility is organization if the Soviet Union continues to
around the Conference on Security and deteriorate to the point that it either ex-
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). This or- cludes itself or is excluded because of
ganization came into great public noxious policies (e.g., repression of
prnmlnence during the November 1990 minorities). In that case, there is some
Paris Summit. Its great advantage is that danger of a renewed East-West competi-
it includes everyone on the Continent: tion, albeit one in which the Soviets would
the 22 former members of NATO and the be disadvantaged by thlr absence of al-
Warsaw Pact (including one Germany), lies.
and the 12 major neutrals (although one The third problematical aspect of the
may argue that there is not much to be evolving balance is that of regional con-
neutral from in the new Europe). The flicts involving emerging regional actors
major drawback is that CSCE Is not, at armed with chemical and possibly
least yet, an organization at all. but rather biological-and in the future nuclear-
a series of meetings. It lacks structure weapons delivered by ballistic missiles.
anu organization, although one outcome Saddain Hussein and Iraq are the carica-
of the Paris Summit was to authorize ture of this problem, but it could appear
formation of a small headquarters and elsewhere as well.
staff. The problem is both old and new.

The European security outcome affects Regional conflicts between third-world
the nuclear balance in two ways. If an countries with often long-standing
inclusive organization--expanded NATO, animosities are certainly nothing novel.
CSCE, or an expanded NATO evolving to The European colonial system put a
CSCE-comes into being, the nuclear ar- damper on some of this activity for a
senals of all major nuclear powers except century or more (in ways not dissimilar to
the People's Republic of China will be Soviet suppression of nationalistically
under the same umbrella. This should based animosities in Eastern Europe
stifle any pressure for further European after World War II). Similarly. these con-
nuclear proliferation, especially, in the flicts have boiled over periodically into
worst case, to Germany. Moreover, If the violence, witness the series ofArab-Israeli
United States and the Soviet Union are and Indo-Paklstani wars since 1948. At
part of the same security arrangement. the same time, the fear of nuclear
this should accelerate the complete hol- proliferation has been around since at
lowing of what is left of the nuclear "con- least the early 1960s. So, what is new?
frontation" between them. There are at least two significant dif-

Two things could complicate this ferences today. In the cold war period.
scenario. One would be the exclusion of regional conflicts became extensions of
both the United States and the Soviet the cold war competition. This was
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regrettable in some ways; cold war issues ness. Not only are there other first-world
were usually irrelevant to the base causes public and private sources, a growing

of regional conflicts--Indo-Pakistant number of third-world states are also
animosity ha - nothing to do with com- entering the business of supplying
munismn arid anticommunism, for in- sophisticated weaponry (including
stance. At the same time. the East and chemical agents) and delivery systems
West fell over themselves arming the ad- (including ballistic missiles) if the price is
versarles, thereby upping the lethal ante

where motives made the competition right.9 If all this is not bad enough, the

quite deadly enough without outside danger of nuclear weapons proliferation

help. continues to rear its ugly head into third-

The good side of all this, however, was world scenarios.

that the cold war competition also damp- This raises a significant problem for

ened and restrained regional conflicts. the future organization of the interna-

The motivation of both superpowers was, tional order. Bilateral superpower

after all. to maximize their Influence but nuclear deterrence may be a dying

also to inilmize the likelihood that a priority and area of concern, but deter-

regional conflict could swirl out of con- rence in the more generic sense clearly is
trol. thus potentially dragging the super- not. "Poor man's nuclear weapons," as
powers Into direct conflict, chemical weapons are often called, are

At least In the interim between the cold out there, and with ballistic delivery

wai svstem and Its successor, that means available, they cannot be inter-

restraint Is missing. Both superpowers, cepted. While in many cases chemical

but especially the Soviets, have agents do not present the indiscriminate

withdrawn from much of their activity In mass carnage of nuclear attack, the

the third world, and their influence has results can be gruesome enough against

plummeted accordingly. For instance, it unprotected populations.

can be strongly argued that Saddam Hus- What we may be witnessing Is the ex-

sein would not have invaded Kuwait in trapolatlon of the assured destruction

August 1990 nor threatened to attack problem to the third world. Especially in
Israel in the event of war in December the Middle East, national populations

1990 had Soviet cold war influence in Iraq tend to be small and concentrated in a

been Intact. The new order may devise relatively few towns and cities. Against

similar restraints; In the interim, they are such populations. the threat of large-
missing. scale chemical attacks ballistically

The second difference Is that these delivered could represent an admittedly

newly independent regional actors are diluted analogue of -assured destruction

armed to the teeth. Partly. this is because as fact" in the superpower bilateral con-

of the generosity of cold war superpower text.

armament policies augmented by their The question, hardly yet raised to this
leaving behind substantial used parts observer's knowledge, is whether the logic

depots in places such as Vietnam. Af- and structure of nuclear deterrence as it

ghanistan. and Cuba. At the same time, has evolved over 40 years of Soviet-

the withdrawal of the superpowers from American interaction can be extrapolated

the armaments bistiness has hardly left to the third-world situation. In the past,

a sinilficant void iln the arms sales bust- there Is very little evidence that super-
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power threats did much to deter a lot of end result is not at all dear. As argued,
third-world violence--especially when there are at least three sources of major
that violence was internal. The game is, uncertainty with implications for the
however, different now. With the new eventual contribution of nuclear weapons
capabilities in the third world and the and deterrence to the new system. The
absence of the kinds of restraint that were outcome of Soviet reform and the viability
available during the cold war, there needs of the Soviet state that emerges from its
to evolve a new set of restraints to keep tumultuous process will clearly be a very
third-world countries from attacking one basic building block of the new system,
another with weapons of mass destruc- as will the shape and form of the
tion. As technologies evolve, this European security system that succeeds
restraint may have to be extended to the cold war division. Finally, the end of
third-world attacks against the major the cold war has both coincided with and
powers of the Northern Hemisphere. contributed to the emergence of third-

world regional conflicts as a major, pos-
sibly the major, security irritant to the

Conclusion new order.

Hedging the Future Because these dynamics are in transi-

A D S htion, one can only argue for caution in the
sA s THE DISCUSSION has attempted to present. Nuclear weapons played a valu-
suggest, we are In the midst of unsettled able stabilizing role for the old system.
and unsettling times. The nuclear com- and they may for the new system as well.
petition that was the hallmark of the cold In the general euphoria of the revolutions
war international system may be coming of 1989 and beyond, those who have al-
to an end, but that is both good and bad ways misunderstood and thus
news. The good news, of course, is that mistrusted nuclear dynamics see their

the shriveling of the nuclear competition opening to dismantle the nuclear

is a symptom of the general ending of balance. When the shape of the new

US-Soviet military confrontation. The international system Is a great deal

bad news is that the system which clearer than it is today, we may see that

r sthe cold war structure canot it is possible to take that structure down.
replahes cIn the meantime, we are probably best
outdo the cold warts record for number of hedging our bets and thus ensuring that
nudlear wars. At best It can match that the baby does not get thrown out with the
record. It could do worse. bathwater. For now, the nuclear balance

We are clearly in a period of transition still acts as a "clarifying' Influence in
from one system to another, where the uncertain times.
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Introduction
THE POLITCAL realities of the past 40 weapons, is the triad still a truth, or is
years in Eastern Europe and the Soviet there a better way?
Union have changed with the leaves of fall First the triad, as we know it today, is
in 1990. And like those leaves, the no longer a truth because we have not

monolithic "evil empire" of the Soviet had a triad since the early 1980s when

Communist party appears to have fallen the first cruise missile went operational.
The cruise missile is not a manned

and crumbled to dust, leaving fertile peneraing mber. IC or a Lma

ground for peace and prosperity and a even g icabe eMploy from
newintrnaionl oder Th pecepion even though it can be employed from

new international order. The perception aircraft, land-based modes, or the sea.
that we -won the cold war." as manifest The cruise missile has formed the fourth
by the changes in Eastern Europe and the leg of a -tetrad." Once we accept that the
Soviet Union, has led for calls for the traditional triad is not a truth, we can
United States to demobilize, as we have return to the basic principle of deterrence
done after every great war, and reap the and take a fresh look at answering the
advantages of the "peace dividends." question, Is there a better way?
These calls for a peace dividend are not To provide a foundation for analysis in

frivolous. They reflect real political and this paper, the first section reviews the

fiscal pressures that have created an en- concept of strategic deterrence and the

vironment in which radical reductions in triad in terms of strengths and weak-

military budgets and capabilities are no nesses. Next is an Identification of the set

longer unthinkable, of arms control ground rules and sizing

In the current political environment in assumptions used to test the "truth" of

which the unthinkable Is thinkable, it is various strategic options, followed by an
Imperative that the military not be simple assessment of these options. This as-
pawns that are moved about and traded sessment suggests that arms control and
off. Historically, the cost of poor moves budgetary constraints and a credible
and bad trades has been war. To ensure strategic deterrent posture are not
reductions in military budgets and mutually exclusive-there is a better way.
capabilities do not pave the road to war. More specifically, it argues that a new
the military must embrace the process of strategic triad of land-based strategic
change and help direct Its flow. That missiles, manned penetrating bombers,
means old "truths" that have served usweansoll durin the coldar hand contment uand cruise missiles simultaneously satis-well during the cold war and conta mnment fe l h e betvs rd cn h
eras must be put to the test. One of those coes all three objectives-areducing the
truths Is the strategic deterrent triad of cost of strategic nucear forces and the
land-based intercontinental ballistic mis- number of nuclear weapons while
sties (ICBM), manned penetrating bomb- preserving a credible deterrence. The last
ers, and submarine launched ballistic section explores some of the long-range
missiles %SLBM). Given a world that implications of this new strategic triad
demands fewer nuclear weapons and and the benefits it might offer our nation
more strategic stability in the remaining and the world.
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Strategic Deterrence wfih provisions, noncooperative If neces-

and the Triad sary. to ensure absolute and unam-
biguous verification of compliance.

THERE ARE basically two forms of Fortunately the fiscal and political pres-

deterrence-deterrence based on denial sures to reduce strategic arms are not

and deterrence based on punishment. our's alone. It appears the Soviets share

Denial deterrence (not to be confused in this burden and opportunity. There-

with the US objective of "denying Soviet fore it appears possible to tailor the

war aims } requires the capabilities and reductions through arms control agree-
resources to defeat an attack without suf- ments so as to maintain a credible deter-
ferting significant damage. It Is primarily rence and simultaneously enhance
defensive in nature and is the preferred international strategic stability. More
form of deterrence since it directly specifically, It may be possible to enhance

protects and pre;erves that which we both deterrent credibility and stability by

hold valuable. Unfortunately. a deter- targeting for reduction those weapons

rence based on denial does not provide that are the most destabilizing. For this

strong incentive against aggression or reason It is imperative that the military
misconduct because it strictly limits the establishment eirbrace the processes of
aggressor's costs and risks if he decides change and provide critical direction.

to strike. This rationale, coupled with the The triad and tetrad have served world

destructive potential of modern strategic peace well since the early 1960s. The
weapons and the diversity of delivery op- strength of the triad and tetrad has been
tions, precludes sole reliance on a denial in the ability of the various legs to com-
deterrent strategy. Therefore, for the pensate for vulnerabilities in each of the
foreseeable future. US deterrent strategy other legs. There is a synergism it, the
must have as its foundation the concept whole based on the strengths of each of
of punishment. the legs.

Punitive deterrence has as its founda- For example, bombers are the most

tion the assured and acknowledged flexible and versatile in terms of roles,
military capability to inflict the ap- missions, areas, and tempo. With the
propriate level of unacceptable pain in accuracy and discrimination inherent in
response to aggression, and the national their weapons and their heavy payload.
will to employ that capability. Forover30 they can be used across the entire
years the strategic triad and tetrad have spectrum of conflict. Because bombers
been that capability. As fiscal and polhti- are manned, they can be launched on
cal pressures force reductions in the warning and recalled; they can assess
number of strategic weapons, it is ab- damage before restrike; they can surgi-
solutely critical that we take those reduc- cally strike individual targets: and they
tions where they have the least impact on can be reloaded again and again.
our ability to inflict carefully measured Land-based ballistic missiles charac-
but unacceptable pain in response to teristically have the highest alert rate and
strategic aggression. if we lose the ability lowest operating costs. They have mas-
to deter through punishment, stability sive. prompt hard-target-kill capabilities
will decrease.

Strategic stability, however, is coupled and, as a result, have incredible strategic

closely to a mutual perception of balance "shock" power. They also are rapidly
of capabilities. This critical balance need retargetable and have redundant and
not be serendipitous. It can be carefully reliable positive command and control
crafted through arms control agreements systems.
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Submarine launched ballistic missiles vulnerabilities of the manned bomber.
have been considered the most survivable Before launch, they can best be defeated
and enduring leg because our submarine while still in the 'nest" with their launch
stealth technology allowed them to hide platforms. After launch, they fly at sub-
effectively from all adversaries. With sonic speeds with predetermined flight
ample warning, the submarine has the profiles to the target.
capability for the most rapid response Even given these vulnerabilities, the
from launch order to warhead arrival. triad/tetrad has been a formidable sys-

Cruise missiles have enormous tem of deterrence and has enjoyed almost
flexibility with deployment options that universal acceptance and support for
include all mediums of basing--land, sea, several decades. Interestingly, the
and air. However, the Intermediate- Soviets have adopted a similar strategic
range Nuclear Forces {INF) Treaty has deterrent strategy. But the world has
largely removed the land mode of deploy- changed, and yesterday's solutions are
ment from consideration. These weapons not necessarily the right answers for
are highly accurate and. due to their tomorrow. The threat to world peace is
small size, easily hidden. Currently a changing, and failure to meet those
second-generation cruise missile with im- changes effectively and affordably will
proved range, accuracy, and penetrability threaten the integrity, vitality, and
is undergoing test and evaluation and will credibility of our strategic deterrent
soon be available for deployment, forces. We must consider restructuring

On the other hand, each weapon sys- our strategic forces and negotiating
temn in the triad/tetrad has weaknesses. similar changes in the Soviet arsenals. If
The bombers are slow compared to the we, the military, do not take the initiative,
missile systems and are vulnerable to we are at risk of being unilaterally dis-
antiair operations and preemptive SLBM armed by domestic fiscal pressures
strikes, due to the SLBM's short time of without compensating reductions in
flight. With a policy of launching only Soviet capabilities.
upon hard verification of a nuclear attack
(nuclear detonations on American soil),
ICBMs are vulnerable to a surprise mass Follow-on START
missile raid because of the increasing Negotiation Objectives
accuracy and yield of the Soviet ICBMs.
This tends to create a "use or lose" sltua- THE PRIMARY United States objective in
tion during the first few minutes of a arms control must be to enhance our
nuclear exchange. The SLBM has a rela- national security .as the number of
tively low alert rate-for every three sub- weapons are reduced. But as important
marines in the inventory, only one is on as this objective is, there are other con-
alert station. The remainder are in tran- siderations that are vital to acceptance of
sit, undergoing overhaul, or in port for any agreement when it is scrutinized by
replenishment, maintenance, and crew the public, military, and Congress: the
exchange. Command and control is Soviets: and the other members of the
potentially slow and unreliable due to the nuclear club. Some of these ancillary
depths, location, and alert status of the objectives are as follows.
submarines. Also, because the sub-
marines operate autonomously in inter- Reductions must:
national waters, they could be attacked 1. Preserve a reasonable strategic
without assured retaliation. Cruise nis- balance, increase overall strategic
sties, the fourth leg, share many of the stability, and maintain appropriate levels
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of weapons to support our deterrent Europe ui, hc, ti .ivth J••c#t wilbtn the
strategy. Considering each country's tar- ,Soviet I1t11oiA.
get base, the US would need to counter 9. Not , r;ate lrwte-ritiv(s to vloiale the
between 6.000 and 7.000 targets and the terins or hitent c. the agreemer ts.
Soviets one-half that number tor each
side to hold the other at risk. One side Assumptions on 5ib 1,-,f Futuie
cannot be asked to give substantially Reductions
more than the other or to accept a posi- 'Ibe trend Ln iel-,s hde structures
tion of strategic Inferiority.

2. Address systems that are sig- is to "build do,•i i A "L-, is a sigaificant

nificant threats to US security and con- change from the "b,,ijdttp" mentality of
tinue to support the US nuclear doctrine the 1970s and 1980.-, anid represents a
of flexible response. Arbitrary numbers major challenge to those charged with

as "total weapons goals" defeat our deter- designing deterrent force structures that

rent strategy of sufficiency. The final will ensure peace.
results of any reduction must support our The first assumption is that the cur-
requirements. rent SfARI" proposals will be ratified

3. Be absolutely verifiable without in- without major change In thhli limits or

vasive, complex inspections. Reduction definitions. The cTurent proposal on the

modifications to weapon systems must be table at Geneva limits total accountable

impractical or impossible to reverse, warheads to 6,000. Of these accountable

4. Limit the number of launch plat- warheads. 4.900 can be on ballistic mis-
forms under the premise that it is difficult sties. Additionally, each side is limited to
or Impossible to verify compliance at the 1,600 strategic nuclear delivery vehicles
individual weapon level. (SNDV). Each ballistic missile or bomber

5. Be simple to quantify and equate- counts as one SNDV. "lire bomber count-

specifically, reductions should be in kind. ing rule is embedded in the proposal and
is designed with two main goals in mind:For example. the INF Treaty eradicated to encourage each side to place war heads

missiles for missiles and resulted in the onmore sabiliing wo syste s
elimnaton f a enre cassof eapns. on more stabilizing weapo)n systems such

elimination of an entire class of weapons. as bombers and to simplify the counting
6. Be politically acceptable within the procedures for air launched cruise mis-

general US population and be significant siles (ALCM). The INF Treaty addresses
In terms of reducing the number of land-based cruise missiles, but sea-
nuclear weapons available to any nation based cruise missiles are not hicluded in
included In the negotiations, the discussions.

7. Result in lower costs in the strategic The US position the one that seems

arena and not require significant in- most likely to be a[propved, is to allocate

creases in tactical systems to compensate a value of 10 ALCMs to each ALCM-

for the reductions: that is, they must be capable aircraft. This counting rule

cost-effective, allows each side to "discount" the ALCM
carrier as to the number of AICMs ac-8. Reduce the probability of losing tu~a~y carried Therefore, an aircraft that

control of nudear weapons as the result can carry mo or tha aicrs wilb
can carry more than 10 A[LCMs will be

of an accident, sabotage, or radical assessed a warhead value of 10, while the
change In either internal or external aircraft counts as one SNDV. These
politics of the parties Involved. This Is bomber and ALCM counting rules explain
particularly important today with the the difference in accotuitable and actual
rapid changes taking place in Eastern weapons.
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Another assumption. in view of the stops SLBM subnwiune production after

changing threat. Is that there will be pres- Trident 13. and reduces tube capability
sures to firther reduce the strategic ar- from 24 to 23 in oider to !!leet the 2,450
senals of the superpowers. Further, limit of ballistic mlissile warheads. How-
these reductions would be framed Ii ever. this reduction In SLBMs still ex-
similar types of limitations and have the ceeds the accountable warhead limit of

same goals as previously listed. Primary 3.000 by over 500. Options 3 and 4
among these goals is the desire to en- reduce the numbers ofALCM carriers and

hance stability as the strategic inventory SLBMs to achieve START limits.
shrinks. In an effort to bound the piob- To meet the assumed STARY limits,

lem of a hypothetical START following the option 3 reduces the number of ALCM
current effort, this paper has assumed a carriers (B-52H) from 95 to 43. This ac-
further 50-percent cut in strategic forces tion meets the limitations but results in
with the same type discount rules and the loss of 1,040 actual warheads, again

limitations that are curTently being con- because of the bomber/ALCM discount

sidered. The force structures would have rules.
the following limitations: 3.000 account- Option 4 reduces the number of sub-

able warheads of which 2,450 could be on marines Ito 10, with 23 versus 24 opera-
ballistic missiles, and 800 SNDVs. tional tubes to meet the 3,000

accountable warhead limit.

Options to Reach the New START Option 5 maintains the tetrad but

Limitations reduces each ballistic missile leg. Each
leg is small with nine submarines with 14

Outlined below are six options to si/e tubes each, 123 MM Ills, and 50

the strategic forces to meet the assumed Peacekeepers.

START limits. There are an infinite num- Option 6 includes ICBMs, bombers.

ber of options and force numbers that and ALCMs and is the option that best

could be investigated, but these six are balances the three constraints of the as-

representative and offer a realistic com- sumed START limits---SNDVs, account-

parison while bounding the problem. able warheads, and ballistic missile

Option I Is the base case and shows warheads--while providing over 6,800

that major cuts in the tetrad will be re- actual warheads.

quired to fit future START limits. This

option requires the reduction of over 250 Details of Options

SNDVs and half of the accountable war- Option 1: Maintain tetrad-retire
heads. Due to the bomber discounting Minuteman II. cap Trident submarines at
rules and the ballistic missile warhead 13 of planned 21 (nine are at sea and
limits, the majority of cuts must be made seven are funded).
in the multiple warhead systems. the bal-

listic missiles. Each Minuteman (MM) HI AccAcW

has three and each Trident D-5 missile sVDVs Wndwa& W~ait

has eight accountable warheads. There- So Peampkoew (PK 5W0 Soo
fore, the elimination of each SNDV in 312 D-5 2.496" 2,496

these systems eliminates three or eight 425 MM I11 1,275" 1,275
accountable warheads. 95 B-52H (ALXM Cule 950 1,90097 B-1B 97 1,552"

Option 2 shows the elimination of all 751 -2 75 150
land-based ICBMs and results in a triad 11,0U.- 5,"o3 9=
of bombers, SLBMs, and cruise missiles. *Total of 4.241 accountale ballistic misles warheads.

Due to START limitations, this option START would allow only 2450
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-brum an 16 '' . pm p S 19 iWd2 pw9- Option 5: Tetrad with small ICBM andNumbemculdfucabrp hlnl i*,c ¢awfwllanml• ~
NWtd h iRsdudn I 132 b 75 9 W r SLBM legs. Nine submarines have 14
wop an- to 1t.600, a kms of 1.040 mpn mid 57 SMNV. tubes.

NToW d 1.111 9NW SARTr would dso at* $00. SNM 6cm0.W&4a A Wt,*
Opcon I mqulm -mdan hI NODV nWdaao ed -4
om me@ N ais mAw START IlibL 126 D-5 1,008 1.008

123 MM II 369 369
50PK 5oo 500

Option 2: Retire all ICBMs. Fill 23 of 96 8-5M 90 1 ,900
24 tubes on 13 Trident submarines to 97 8-11 97 1,552
remain below 2,450 ballistic missile war- _M B-2 __m Lm

head limit. 566 2,999 6.829

ANCVs CoowA WtI& iAdWWbhma Option 6: Triad of ICBMs, bombers.

299 D-5 2.392 2,392 and ALCMs-ellminate all SLBMs.
96 B-52H 950 1,900
97 B-1B 97 1,552 SVDVs Accomutalb Wadtwd Ac.AI Wsthes&
-1.8-2 75 iAo 5o PK 500 500
566 3.514C 7.44 459 MM III 1,377 1,377

"3.514 exceds 3,000 accounhiite wid• ImiL Won 3 96 B-52H 950 1,900
r.&aces B-52W, mid ,pdon 4 mdu SWB to rm"h wihed 97 B-1B 97 1.552
I**. _M B-2 -7_r

776 2.W99 6,829

Option 3: Reduce B-52Hs to 4 3 , keep
13 submarines. Assessment

SVDVs Accoemt mb*Wuead Aci d W WwOaeads

299 D-5 2,392 2,392 A TRIAD OF land-based ICBMs.
43 B-52H 430 866 ALCMs. and bombers, like the one
97 B-1B 97 1,552 described In option 6, meets all the

21_ 9-2 7 i0 negotiation objectives listed earlier. This
514 2,994 6.304 modernized triad offers all the strengths

of the current tetrad and eliminates the
Option 3 results in a loss of over 55 weaknesses, such as low alert rates and

percent of B-52Hs (the primary conven- poor connectivity ingrained in the SLBM.
tional strategic asset after the mid- 1990s) These changes also increase stability in
and has the lowest number of actual the nuclear response forces by eliminat-
weapons of any of the options. ing the greatest threat to our national

command authorities (NCA). bomber
force, and command and control sys-

Option 4: Reduce submarines to 10 tems-the Soviet SLBMs. Due to the
with 23tubes each toreachlmts, mobility factor of the modernized

SNDVs &,.:.,,fbWadt•ed .4 Waihia* ICBMs-rail-moblle Peacekeepers--the

230 D-5 1,840 180 ICBM leg will regain the survivability it
95 1-522H 950 1,900 lost with deployment of modem, accurate
97 B-lB 97 1,552 Soviet ICBM systems. Like the SLBMs.

_M B-2 75 LM the Peacekeepers will be able to deploy
497 2,962 6,792 and hide in millions of square miles, thus

making them survivable and enduring.
This results in a cancellation of three Additionally, by eliminating SIBMs. our

Trident submarines compared with op- nuclear forces would be more mission
tion 2. survivable, due to more time for secure.
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reliable communications with the NCA. receive eight warheads In a constrained
and result in more weapons available for 'footprint." Additionally, it is chancy to
deterrence due to the high alert rate of fire only a portion of the SLBMs on a
ICBMs. The SLBM alert rate is ap- submarlne and be assured the remainder
proximately 30 percent, while the ICBM are secure for later use, due to the chance
alert rate Is over 95 percent. of revealing the submarine's position and

Eliminatinig the SLBM from both making It vulnerable to antisubmarine
superpower inventories Increases warfare (ASW).
stability. As we look at reductions, nor- Acomparlsonofthenumberofballlstic
mally we focus on "what we give up" and missile alert weapons available reveals
neglect "what we get" when the other side 1,877 for option 6 (the recommended op-
gives up a weapon system. The elimina- tion) and 552 for option 4 (the SLBM and
tion of the Soviet SLBM threat is the bomber triad). Over three times as many
single most compelling reason to replace ballistic missiles would be available for
the teliad with this triad. The Soviet retaliatory strike by using ICBMs instead
SLIM Is the system that most directly of SLBMs. In option 4, there would only
threatens our NCA, bomber force, and the be three submarines on alert (in firing
connectivity with all our nuclear forces, position) at any one time. A single Soviet
due to the short flight time of Soviet torpedo, stray mine, or catastrophic acci-
SLEIMs. These flight times may be as dent could reduce the nation's ballistic
sniall as eight minutes depending on missile deterrence by 33 percent if a
geographic target location and submarine single submarine were lost.
location. This short flight time forces our SLBMs would be the simplest leg of the
NCA to viear instantaneous response tetrad to eliminate in terms of arms con-
decisions utpon notification of "missiles trol verification and the one most imprac-
inboumd." Elimination of this threat tical to reverse once the submarines have
would Increase our attack assessment been rendered incapable of supporting a
and decision response time three- to four- SLBM or destroyed, depending on the
fold over the atnount of time we have for terms of the treaties. Each nation's re-
these crilical decisions today. These quirements for submarines to perform
extra mintites make the difference in a other duties, like defending sea-lanes of
neiastut el I esponse versus a nuclear communications, would not be hampered

snasm. by these agreements. Each nation knows
This triad will aid in our doctrine of exactly how many SLBM submarines the

flexible t esposles ( dute to reliable corn- other has and each has already instituted
ninicatlions with these land-based varying degrees of verification/counting

forces and greater survivability. These procedures for SLBMs under current
forces can Ib- retargeted much easier and treaties. It would be simple and minimal-
'vtilcker than those at sea. and by main- ly invasive for each side to ensure that the
laning a strong mix: of bombers. the NCA SLBM submarines were either destroyed,
will have readily available forces to target modified for other uses, or had their
a single weapon against a single target If SLBM hatches welded shut after being
desired. With more weapons on alert filled with ballast materials.
compared to the number available with Elimination of an entire class of
the SLBM. our national command weapons, in this case SLBMs, would be
atithorliles would have more flexibility in in concert with recent reductions in
response opt ions than with other triad nuclear weapons. The INF Treaty was
mti•es. For example, if an SLBM were heralded around the world as a major
iie(l flot selective strike, the target would breakthrough in arms negotiations. This
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type of reduction was so unique that the the SLBM fleet. By comparison, the
nuclear doomsday clock, that has been Peacekeeper rail garrison's (rail-mobile
slowly Inching Its way toward midnight ICBMs) cost for deployment is $5.6 billion
(doomsday) for the past few decades, was spread over seven years (fiscal years
set back a few minutes, signifying a safer 1989-95).
world. Destruction of another class of By any method of cost analysis, a triad
weapons Instead of piecemeal reduction of ballistic missiles (mobile Peacekeepers
of all types-no matter the number-has and Minuteman Ills). ALCMs, and bomb-
an impact that cannot be matched by ers is more cost-effective and cost-
other avenues of cuts. efficient than any option that includes

The only objective not yet addressed SLBMs. The -_3M has redundant
directly is the issue of cost. Even though capabilities in a modernized triad, at a
cost should not be the major criterion higher cost when compared with the
when the security of the nation is at ICBM-50-percent higher operating cost,
stake, we cannot dodge the issue in this one-third of the alert posture, and
era of public demand for less defense enough current and out-year funding to
expenditures. If the nation can provide pay for mobile Peace-keepers three times
for its security more efficiently, then it over. In an era of future arms reductions
should do so. In a period of further and tightening budgets, a deterrent
START reductions, like those outlined structure that Inchldes the SLBM is "nice
thus far. we can have increased security to have," but It Is not necessary to the
for less cost. security of this nation and is not fiscally

It Is difflcult to determine an exact cost responsible. Most Importantly, elimina-

for the options discussed, but the follow- tion of SLBMs from both sides increases

ing figures will serve to Illustrate the mag- stability and security. In a final account-

nitude of the savings if we were to adopt ing, the United States really does get

the ICBM/bomber/crulse missile triad. "more for less" if SLBMs are eliminated

The ICBM Is the most cost-effective leg of through START negotiations.

the current tetrad, consuming ap-
proximately 19 percent of the annual
support costs while carrying 75-80 per-
cent of the warheads in day-to-day alert. Long-Range Benefits
The support costs for the SLBM Is over 50
percent more than that of the ICBM, while THE PURPOSE of this paper has been to
that force carries approximately 15 per- advocate a change in the deterrent
cent of the day-to-day alert warheads. strate a the in te dete
Additionally, the procurement cost of strategy of the United States---reshapeeach Trident SSBN with D-5 missiles is our strategic nuclear forces to a triad of
eapproidente $.. withion D-5 missledisg ICBMs, bombers, and cruise missiles. To
approximately $2.2 billion, not including ensure that this shift Is not a shortsighted
such items as crew; maintenance; re- ensure that leaves t atightelsearch, development, test and evaluation exercise that leaves this nation vul-
search. adevelopmnt. thet Nanevyplans nerable or without flexible options for the
(RDT&E): and support. The Navy pas future, It would be prudent to look at the
on procuring 21 of these boats-nine are impact of t e prude.
already under way, seven are in various Impacts of this change.
stages of construction or funding. and Bomber and Mls8lle Survivabilty
another five are in the out-year budgets.
Ignoring the possibility of canceling cur- If we eliminate submarine launched
rent construction or funding, we plan on ballistic missiles, then we must answer
spending $11 billion on the remainder of the fundamental question: How does the
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US ensure the survival of a retaliatory to determine the types of warheads in-
force in a surprise attack? First, the volved-the NCA could release the ICBMs
bombers are more survivable In a world that were at risk for a retaliatory strike.
in which nations have eliminated SLBMs
because the attack warning time will be Nuclear Terrorism
substantially increased. Since the bomb- Currently, four developing natons
ers are recallable, they can be launched have nuclear weapons and seven have
on warnting provided by satellites. Satel- long-range missile systems. By eliminat-
lite warning flu IC RpoWIS to 20 to 30 ing SLBMs from the arsenals of the su-

hinuthes. perpowers, the Soviet Union and the
While the bombers are recallable if United States would be less likely to be

launched on warning, missiles are not. "tricked" into war by an unstable third-
This creates a powerful Incentive to not world dictator, like Muamm Qadhafi.
launch on warning of an attack under the Proliferation of sophisticated weapons
presumption that the attack warning sys- and delivery systems is accelerating, and
tem may malfinct Ion. For the purpose of they are available to those willing to pay
this analysis, the author presumes that the price. In the current decade. It is not
the missiles wotld not be committed to unthinkable that the means of under-
launch until the attack is verified by the water missile deployment could become
occurrence of nuclear detonations on available to these same third-world
sovereign US soil. Given the accuracy countries.
and yield of the Soviet ICBMs, such a Under current force profiles, if a
presumption places the nonmobfle, land- nuclear-armed weapon were launched
based missiles at risk in a preemptive from under the sea and impacted on
strike. Soviet or US territory, each of the super-

If. however, absolute verification of anattck an e m vedfor ardin imetopowers would blame the other, and
attack can be moved forward in time to denials may not come quickly enough to

about 15 minutes before the first w- avert catastrophe. The Soviets have an
head impacts, mission survival of the excellent capability to look into our mis-
land-based missiles would be assured by sile fields, as we do theirs, and determine
launch upon that verification. That ab- If an ICBM came from our sofl. However,
solute and timely verification of an attack their capability to detect a launch from
could be provided by a very limited under the oceans is limited. The United
deployment of the first phase of the States is not similarly limited in this
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) shield. capability, but ,,nce launched and in the
With the SLBM eliminated, the practical absence of conflicting information, the US
azimuths of attack on the missile fields would assume that the missile was
are reduced, allowing a single Antiballis- Soviet. By removing the SLBMs from
tic Missile (ABM) Treaty-compliant defen- both inventories, the United States and
sive system to absolutely guarantee Soviet Union would know that an SLBM
mission survival of the nomunobile ICBMs. attack would not be the work of the other
Such an ABM system would defeat any country and would avoid being dragged
small-scale attack, accidental or other- into a nuclear exchange by a third party.
wise, while providing the capability to
definitively probe-that is, absolutely Technological Breakthroughs
verifig-a large-scale attack against the
United States. Once the attack is One of the reasons the triad/tetrad has
probed-that Is. a number of intercepts always enjoyed support has been the ra-
made and the debris remotely evaluated tionale that a technological breakthrough
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could render one of the legs vulnerable takes. It is entirely feasible and
but not put our deterrent strategy at risk. reasonable that a reduction in the threat
To this end, it appears that the Soviets could be accompanied by a relaxation in
have already made inroads into the the number of systems on immediate

strengths the US has enjoyed in sub- alert or the level of alert status. As an

marine technology and antisubmarine example, the US bomber force commits

warfare. Improvements in the Soviet approximately one-third of its airframes
to immediate alert, known as alpha alert.

Delta IV and Typhoon submarines have toimdaelr.knwaslpalr.
madelta em quandtTyphnd sumarie haved The crews are restricted to the alert
made them quieter, and they are armed facility or selected parts of the base to be
with more accurate missiles. Therefore able to launch their aircraft in a matter of
they are more difficult to pinpoint and minutes.
they put more ofour forces at risk. includ- If the primary threat to the alert
ing many of our "hard" targets. Each aircraft, the SLBMs. was eliminated and

generation of Soviet submarine Is quieter the air crews had three to four times the
and narrows the technology gap, making reaction times they now have, it is logical
the new ships more difficult to track and that a reduced alert status would be ap-

defend against. The Soviets appear to propriate. in and of itself, this is a less

believe the technology to hide their sub- threatening and more stabilizing position
marines is within their reach, and they with no loss of security. A similar casemarines is withiathei. rcould be made for the ICBM force,
fund it appropriately, depending on the deployment mode and

The Soviets also heavily fund their location.
ASW effort, and both the US and Soviets
are working feverishly to make improve-
ments. Currently. the US and Its allies Conclusion
have the advantage in ASW; however, the
Soviets are pursuing the technology to THE OVERARCHING thesis of this
develop a space-based ASW surveillance paper Is that the United States must seize
system that theoretically could render the the changes that are taking place in the
oceans transparent to great depths. It is world and benefit from them. It is time to
only logical to assume that the US is art and not react-a time to set the agen-
pursuing similar capabilities to defend da and make our world safer and more
primarily against the SLBM threat. secure. At the same time, we must realize

Indirect "Savings" that the biggest threat to our national
survival Is still the nuclear forces of the

Assuming the SLBMs are eliminated Soviet Union. Our objective remains as It
through START negotiations, there are always was--to counter that threat. In
other savings that could be realized In a the past decades both nations have
more stable and secure world environ-morenst.aTe US military snds eirea on- countered the threat of the other by build-m ent. Th e U S m ilitary stands ready toin up t e r a m . nd n do g s ,th
respond to Soviet nuclear attack at "a ing cp their anus, and In doing so. the
moment's notice." This capability to balance that each was trying to obtain
react instantaneously Is known as alert. became unstable. With the recent

There are thousands of military members changes in the Soviet Union. for whatever
on alert at this very moment, each ready reason, the door is open to a build down
to respond. This capability Is costly, not in nuclear weapons, and the opportunity
only in dollars, but also in human to add stability to the remaining systems
stresses-and stresses can cause mis- is wilhin teach.
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As we reach for that opportunity. some elimnination of the SLBM most enhances
of the "truths" that have served us well those objectives. With its removal, the
during the arms buildups should be nation's deterrent strategy Is still served
revisited to determine if they are relevant by a triad that has all the benefits of the
to the end position each side is striving to former triad and tetrad. At the same time
obtain--security, stability, and reduced we enjoy these benefits for less ev~st in a
costs. While elimination of an entire safer world. A triad of ICBMs. bombers,
class of nuclear weapon systems reduces and cruise missiles does give this nation
the threatening posture of each side. "more for less."

A Note on Essay Sources

The data in this essay was compiled from Barry R. Schneider. 'Dyad or Triad.- Defense &
numerous unclassified Department of Defense pub- Dijp1omacy 7. no. 9 (September 1989): 30-35: and
licatlons dealing with strategic nuclear force struc- Arms Conitrol and Disarmament Agency, Isstws
ture and armsa control issues. as well as from Brief. Strnteýrc Arms Reduction Talks (STAR71
sources in the nonmilitary sector. Two references. (Washingto ii C.: Government Printing Office. 2 5
In particular. provided conceptual and quantitative April 199 1)
material for the essay:
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Introduction
War is he// but peace is a pain in the ass.

-- James Schlesinger

IN EVERY struggle there is what Carl von stru tures, Improving superpower rela-

Clausewitzdescrlbedasthe"culminating tions, and altering Soviet military

point of victory." This is the point at capabilities. Thus, perestroika exerts

which one side, apparently successful, pressure on each of the elements in-

must end the attack, revert to the fluencing the SLOP. That the SlOP Will

defense, and accept the peace. If the change is inevitable.' That we have the
victor-presumptive does not realize that wisdom to structure those changes ac-
the culminating point has been reached cording to a shared vision of the role of

the culmonatinges poinths bnreached nuclear force in the future is not. Unless
we apprehend the essential element un-

struggle can be lost. Defeat, It is said, can derpinning deterrence theory, share a
be snatched from the very jaws of victory. vision of nuclear strategy with the
The culminating point in the cold war to Soviets, and restructure our forces and

contain a hostile Soviet will has been plans to be faithful to it, we will have
reached. We may be on the verge of passed the culminating point.

overshooting It. If we do, our hard-won The positive outcomes of perestroika

victory could become a costly defeat. The for the United States ultimately will be

issue hinges on the single integrated determined both by our beliefs regarding

operational plan (SIOP) we build for Soviet will and intent and by reassess-

,perestroLka. ment of our present deterrence theory.

The general nuclear war plan of the Unless we reconsider our views regarding
Soviet will and intent and, in so doing.

United States exists to deter nuclear ag- return with them to the first principles of
gression. This plan--called the SIOP--is the deterrence paradigm, our opportunity

fhe vehicle for applying nuclear strikes for a better future may pass. That better

against the Soviet enemy. Our strategic future is one m which our reliance on

nuclear forces and the SlOP deter aggres- nuclear weapons as the ultimate guaran-

sion by having the capability to devastate

the Soviet Union should that nation tors of our security and arbiters of ourtheSovet nio shuldtha naion destiny Is greatly diminished-

cauae deterrence to fail. The SlOP is not diminished, in fact, a imost to the point of

a static plan. Changes in capability, con- vanishing.

straints levied on It, evolving visions of Thishis os

what deters best, and presidential Thas thesis rests on the assumption

guidance all affect the plan. that since Soviet and presidential decla-

Perestroika seeks to increase and en- rations support pursuit of arms reduc-

hance Soviet national power over the long tions, both weapons and delivery vehicles

term. It plans to accomplish this objec- will be reduced. If risk reduction is truly

tive by introducing democratization a goal, the number of missiles will be

within the Soviet Union and its former reduced more sharply than the number
client states, reforming Soviet economic of bombers, causing changes in the com-
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position of SlOP alert and generated nuclear weapons and strategic delivery

loices. If, in this process, both the United vehicles.
States and the Soviet Union can come to Other evidence of new Soviet thinking
share a vision of nuclear deterrence, a includes the admission of past errors-
mutually accepted and supported the invasions of Czechoslovakia and Af-

strategic relationship could result. Of all ghanistan and construction of the illegal

the forces influencing the SlOP, the missile warning radar at Krasnoyarsk.
restructuring of superpower relations has Exchanges of information, visits by senior
brestuhturg tof sueroe r cu atinpoins. It military officers. intrusive inspections,
brought us to the cuiltnating point. It and access to nuclear facilities, sensitive
has the potential to cause the most mlitary installations, and state-of-the-
profound and enduring changes. art equipment (new bombers, fighters.

and cruisers) further reinforce a new
spirit of openness and cooperation. All of

The Challenge these were virtually unthinkable two
"years ago. AU are nearly routine now.

THE RESTRUCTURING of international Of all the fertile areas for cooperation.
relations has led to a new Soviet commit- reductions in nuclear forces are essential
ment to active diplomacy and an agenda fbr improved relations. Since nuclear
which includes the pursuit of arms weapons cannot be 'unlnvented." It is
reduction Initiatives. Mikhail Gorbachev unlikely either superpower will eliminate
himself spearheads the campaign to nuclear weapons entirely.4 Nonetheless.
restructure international perceptions of the pursuit of reductions appears consis-
the Soviet state as benign, reforming, and tent with both Gorbachev's declarations
peacefully progressive. His position is and the 27th Congress of the Communist

summarized in the conclusion to his party's decision that a "purely defensive"
book: military doctrine be "developed and im-

We want peaceful competition between different plemented."' Even without confirmation
social systems to develop unimpeded. to en- that a new doctrine has been fully imple-
courage mutually advantageous cooperation mented, both superpowers will likely at
rather than confrontation and an arms race....
The road to this lies through proceeding to a least agree to begin the process of reduc-
nuclear-frve, non-violent world. We have em- ing strategic nuclear arms. Support for
barked or, this road. and call on other nations to this thesis exists In President George
follow sUIt.2 Bush's comments to reporters after his

Apparent commitment to this position meetings with Gorbachev at Malta and

resulted in the announcement that Soviet also in the New Year's messages ex-
tanks would be unilaterally withdrawn changed by these heads oi state.
fronm East Germany, the agreement toretin fEwstermSoviet troos i uroee thn On the Island of Saint Martin. followingretain fewer Soviet troops in Europe than h metn s a M laP si nt B h
the United States is allowed to retain, the meetings at Malta, President Bush
participation in defense and space told reporters:

negotiations, discussions- to eliminate We've Instructed the Pentagon to do some very

chemical weapons, negotiations to seriousanalyses In termns of looking at what kind

withdraw Soviet forces from Czecho- offorce %Ill be needed into the future, estimating
as best they can what the threat will be. So, we'rt
in the proeess of doing that right now .. . but I

eliminate Internediate ntclear forces would not look for the adnitritatri--oni to send up

from Eutrope, and Strategic Arms Reduc- dramatically reduced levels of spending Ini

tion Talks (START) aimed at reducing defense. I hope some day that we can have afar
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d•ffleertjovl. 0,,d d,,rI,,qi fill efifferently lem and Industrial installations. leadership.
Pha. add'dl]'l and conventional forces at risk. The

In his New Year's message to the people smaller alert missile force and the entire
of the United States, ('•hiachev said: generated force could hold Soviet missile

forces and generated forces at risk.W~e are deeplIy unuivtniced that anl epoc'h of peace

is feasible. We. the .. wlet Union and tie USA. It Unless the size of the force available to
seem• h~e vr ,wady made a choi-e, a choice In employ nuclear weapons Is reduced as
favor ot i,•operation.... .. During the Malta the number of v'eapons Is negotiated
inertitig. VPesIdent Ilhsh avid l agreed that Ittwas downward, there will be little diilnution
essritb•ll to get away fro", the ("ld war and this in what Is accurately characterized as a
rneanq abantd,,•,inR cold war tnstttoments as

well. 7  horrible threat. Superpower strategic
nuclear arsenals today are estimated to

President Ftish I esponded in his message contain over 22.000 weapons, with a total
by saying' equivalent explosive power of over 10,000

We agreed to iletouhle our efforts to diminish the megatons, or 10 billion tons, of TNT.9

horrible the;t frnm weapons of mass destnic- Since a single megaton Is equivalent
tioti anid to pursioe with other rialtotis an agree- to approximately 70 simultaneous
me ot to reduce conventional forces in Hiroshima explosions, the thought of
Etrupe . We shoidd ted,-ouble our efforts to
forg" a trrw 1..t.. li, peaf'e st.d freedon.

8  700,000 Hiroshlmas Is tdo horrible for
human comprehension.") Thus, an

'[hus, the president of the lUnited States earnest desire to reduce the threat must
and the head of the Union of Soviet result In reductions of boLh weapons and
Socialist Republics and the Communist delivery vehicles. If negotiations are suc-
Party of the Soviet Union defined how cessful, a future SIOP must allow for
supeipower relations would be restruc- having fewer weapons to employ.
tured. Tievy have stggested at least one
outcorile of imtproved relations that will
affect stralep'c nttcl-at forces: redltction Some Possible Response3
of III, tlltP,41t fv we.lvfat"•) of niass
de(strtCtt Ion. AS WEAPONS arid delivery vehicles are

reduced, the composition of the SlOP
force will change too. It will change

The Significance of whethe- we preserve our current view
the Challenge regarding deterrence or embrace some

more basic. but equally compelling, view.
"I'lIF. I-IEAiI-tomuull-lear weapons can The relatively brief Interval between
be diminished even if nuclear weapons launch and detonation ,nd the large
are riot ertirely ellmiinaled. Large reduc- number of warheads that can be delivered
tions are the milost direct way to diminish in a short period of time make land- and
It. Reductions In nuclear weapons on sea-based missiles on alert the most
both sides will likely reduice the size of the serious component of the threat. The
forces avallable (or employment, change Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). aimed
the corrilwitlonl of strategic nticlear at countering Soviet ballistic missiles.
forces, atid dcq'e asf ihe number of Soviet supports that view. As the number of
nuclear ifrce Inst illaatlois. Although delivery vehicles is reduced throtugh
each of these resttlts will be exalmined, the negotiations. efforts to curb missile war-
Inevitable (orichlslotn is that a future heads will likely be a priority.' To reduce
nuclear war plan cottld rely on alert the number of Soviet missile warheads
borr,- fn'ces In h,,!,1 7,odvit economic below 4,900. we will eventually have to
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redtuce onr owll forces. 2 Since prese-v- I maintain the launchers and warheads In
itig a large ntmber of missiles on both separate locations, an(d announce any
sides will not appreciably diminIish the movement or mating training In advance.
threat, both sides mttUst gr-t-atll reduce Similarly, the allowable numbers of mis-
their num)ers of this class of weapon if sites in submarine launch tubes can be
they are sincere about redtucing the verified In port. and training can follow
Ilreat. similar protocols. Whether land-based

Reducing the ntumbers of nissiles and mobile missiles are deployed or not. fu-
missile warheads does not prechlde rood- ture strategic forces will be smaller and
ernnizing the land-based missile force. have fewer missiles. Fewer missiles, in
Any new missiles acquired will most likely turn, will probably mean comparatively
replace older missiles already deployed, more mobile missiles. If land-based
Our vision of niuclear weapons as either mobile intercontential ballistic missiles
war-fighting tools or instruments of (ICBM) are not acquired or are bargained
deterrence will determine the charac- away, sea-launched missiles will con-
leristics ol new missiles. In terms of war- tinue to provide mobility.
fighting capability, mobile missiles If we continue to think of deterrence in
provide significant advantages over land- the same ways as we do today, SlOP
based missiles in fixed silos, forces must be able to assure a certain

Mobile missiles are more survivable amount of damage to different categories
because they are harder for the enemy to in the adversary's target system. Thus, if
find. Mobility forces the adversary to the numbers of missiles are reduced,
cope with nmany potential launch points, bomber forces will likely be chosen to
thereby greatly complicatin', the target- make up the difference- In the amount
lng problem. Yet, three fomnier chairmen of damage SlOP forces must threaten or
of the Joint Chiefs of Stall testified that Inflict.
there was no need for planned rail- and If threat reduction Is important, bomb-
road-niobile systems." One suggested ers have the advantage of promoting
that If missile mobility were deemed ad- crisis stability by being Ill-suited for
vantageous, sea-launched systems could surprise attacks. Even after they are
provide that mobility. Seaborne mobility launched, they can be redirected or even
also avoids Initial development costs for recalled. In a dynamic conflict bombers
new systems anrd basing schemes and can respond to changed taskings. Not
some of the recuriing costs for military only are they the least threatening and
personnel to provide crews fbr the torce. most flexible of the strategic delivery sys-
Although existing sea-latncbed systems tems, they are also the only reusable and
d(o provide mobility, they do not provide multipurpose delivery vehicle in the
targeting or retargeting flexiblllty. In ad- SlOP.' 4 They can be used in both conven-
ditilon to targeting flexbility, verification tional and nuclear roles. They can strike
schemes and risk-reduction protocols are precisely both hardened and other tar-
easier for new land-based mobiles than gets. Armed with cruise missiles and
they are for either submarines or a large sent out to fight a nuclear war, a single
number of older missiles in hardened and bomber can threaten wide areas. As the
fixed sites. Unlike older systems, new only systems in the SlOP with utlity out-
missiles and basing modes can be side the SlOP, bombers alone are able to
designed to facilitate verification, bridge the gap between nuclear and con-

In the most restrictive case for land- ventional warfare.
based mobile systems, both sides can If the most likely class of future con-
agree to keel) the missiles In garrison. flicts Is the armed Intervention or small
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war, bombers are the only strategic sys- urgent targets. These would include
tern that performs tactical nonnuclear economic and industrial installations,
strikes. Since even small wars could re- nuclear-force-sustainment facilities.
quire penetrating sophisticated air de- some leadership facilities, convent onal
fenses for air raids or strikes against forces, and other military targets. Bomnb-
ground or maritime targets, the aircraft ers possess the capability of behig
employed must be highly survivable. Be- redirected in flight against other targets.
cause a stealthy bomber has higher sur- including located mobile latinch sites.
vival potential than other high- When the bomber force has been
weapon-delivery-volume, long-range generated to full readiness, its targets will
aircraft, future bomber forces will likely not be changed appreciably.
consist primarily of stealthy bombers.1 5 Thus, a smaller total alert force buillt

If future strategic forces are structured around less threatening bombers wotld
to reduce the threat posed by large num- have to pose a credible day-to-day threat
bers of deliverable nuclear weapons, not to those targets that collectively con-
only will the size and composition of the stitute what we believe is the answer to
total SIOP force change, but the portion the question, What kinds of threats deter
of the force on alert will likely be different what kinds of behavior and under what
also. It will be different because its com- conditions? M The answer to this ques
position and tasking will change. Having tion may not change as the character of

fewer missiles on both sides will reduce
the size of Soviet nuclear forces that must Soviet forces changes under perestroik(L

be attacked if deterrence falls and the
number of missiles we have to attack
them. Because a large number of quick- First Principles
reaction missiles on alert ts threatening, Ends and Means Are Linked
it is reasonable to assume that alert
forces on both sides will be smaller. PERESTROIKA has forced us to return

If threat reduction is truly an impor- to first principles and examine the as-
taht goal. the smaller alert force will also sumptions upon which strategic nuclear
be made up predominantly of bombers. forces are procured and planned for
Thus, if the future SIOP force were employment. One such principle forming
"generated" to fight a nuclear war or deter the basis of deterrence theory is that the
the nuclear war we believe is about to end (the deterrence of massive conven-
begin, more missiles would be brought to tional attacks, or nuclear aggression

full readiness, land-based mobile ICBMs

would move out of garrison, and more against the United States) Is linked to the

submarines would put to sea. Generated means (large standing nuclear forces and

missile forces would then be targeted plans to employ them if necessary). But

against Soviet-generated targets. These is this necessarily so? Brent Scowcroft
would include missile forces (the missiles points out an important qualifier in deter-
themselves for those that could be lo- rence theory.
cated, or the garrisons if the missiles Deterrence Is a nebulous 'oTcept. It Is V"rn-

could not be located), bomber bases, sub- posed of two elements: military capability and

marine ports, leadership installations, the perceived will to employ that capability. The

and other targets that must be destroyed only sure test of deterrence Is failure. 9f a war
promptly to meet the political objectives results deterrence was Inadequate. In the ab-

sence of a war. there is no certain way of knowing

of a nuclear war. Bombers on alert would whether deterrence is working or if there w-as no

necessarily be planned against less- Intention to attack in any case.17
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Thus. deterrence must presume its On the other hand. if we believe that
own success because the costs of valida- the Soviets preserve a hostile will, then
tion are intolerable. We assume that at we may be about to overshoot the cul-
least the possibility of hostile will is mirating point. and before passing It we

manifest in Soviet strategic nuclear must explain the other facets of

capability and that our own countervail- perestroika in terms of this hostile will.
tng capabilities deter them from employ- We must also explain why a hostile state
ng frcabies dhattreater tohemufrom emplowould offer to reduce the military meanm

tng forces that threaten to hurt us and upon which successfully imposing a hos-
our allies. The validity of that assump- tile will would presumably depend. To
tion rests on the acceptance of one of two argue that we cannot know Soviet intent
mutually exclusive coroParles. We must (an argument used in the past when
accept the view (1) that any diminution in potentially hostile will was manifest in a
hostile means indicates a reduction of great many ways), and so must preserve
hostile will, or (2) that although the ad- the means to deter or defeat Soviet
versary may preserve a hostile will, he capability across the threat spectrum.
recognizes that the likelihood of his being appears reasonable and prudent on the

able to impose it declines in tandem with surface.

the reduction of his instruments of force. More closely examined, however, such

If we believe that hostile will arguments seem to imply that we are

diminishes as hostile means are reduced, unable to perceive or unwilling to accept

we are at the culminating point and must the relationship between military means

give evidence that our will Is not hostile. and political ends. Unless we believe that

The atomic bombing of Japan in World our own strategic nuclear forces (military

War II, retrospectively determined to have means) have some primary purpose other

been urinecessary, is a clear Indicator than deterring aggression (political ends).

that our country lacked neither the will it is incumbent on us to postulate the

nor the capability to employ nuclear political ends which any other nation-

weapons.' 8 Likewise, in the era of our including the Soviet Union-would use

nuclear superiority, Presidents John F. their nuclear forces to attain.

Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon both If our nuclear forces exist exclusively
found increased nuclear force readiness or primarily to deter Soviet aggression, it

a useful adjumct to political intercourse is increasingly difficult to explain why an

about missiles in Cuba and war against aggressive state would offer to emascu-late its aggressive means and behave in
Israel. Massive strategic force invest- ote nonaggressive ways ankewise if

ment during the Reagan administration dterringrus sing our uear

expanded mad refined our Instruments of derinusfo uigorncla
weapons is the only political end we can

potential nuclear violence, ascribe to Soviet nuclear forces, we must
Said another way, our present large conclude that nuclear forces per se have

and capable nuclear forces must appear very limited utility, if any. We must also
just as pAtentIlUly hostile to the Soviets conclude that one of the first principles
as theirs do to us-the difference being underpinning deterrence Is that nuclear
that the Soviets, or at least the head of weapons deter nuclearweapons, and that
1he Soviet state and his key military staff, whatever value nuclear weapons have
accept that our intent is not hostile and, resides in their possession rather than
('oncomitanlly, assert that Soviet will Is their use. The history of the nuclear era
not hostile either. seems to Indicate that this may be so.
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First Principles which our efforts must be devoted and is
Utility of the Means the only role of our nuclear forces.3

NUCLEAR WEAPONS did not deter
North Korea from invading South Korea. The Paradigm Unembellished
nor did they deter the People's Republic
of China from intervening in that war. IF T111 TENTATIVE conclusion is cor-
Nuclear weapons did not deter the Soviets rect, then only the important ritual of
from actively sponsoring wars of libera- negotiations and the quest for a shared
tion, nor did they deter the North Viet- vision of strategic nuclear deterrence
namese from aggression against South stand between the present forces and
Vietnam and against our forces in Viet- much smaller ones. I say "ritual" because
nam. Our lack of success in deterring both sides may have to wait ritualistically
conflicts below the nuclear level might be at the culminating point to satisfy diverse
explained by the inadequacy of our constituencies. These constituencies
former strategy of massive retaliation, must be convinced that force reductions
However, such an explanation does not are in the national interest, may
account for our inability to deter Soviet mechanically continue to invest in sys-
adventurism in the era of flexible tems they will eventually negotiate away,
response. and must move slowly and ceremoniously

"The era of flexible response made the as a safeguard against cheating and
"small" or "limited" nuclear war theoretl- reversals. The shared vision may be

cally possible. But the difficulty of char- easier to find because it is already em-

acterizing the size of an attack, bedded in our deterrence theory.

determining whether a small attack was Even before the initial increment of

merely the precursor of a massive attack, nuclear force reductions Is agreed to.
rrectly both sides appear to accept the one Inr-

correctly predicting the adversary's portant proposition necessary for a
response to a small attack, and control- shared strategic nuclear catechism: a

ng escalation all arguedl that wars would nuclear war cannot be won and must
be either nuclear or nonnuclear. Only never be fought. Those are, in fact, the
popular fiction suggests that any interim exact words in a joint statement issued
state is more than a theoretical pos- by President Ronald Reagan and Gor-
sibility. bachevon 21 November 1985.21 In agree-

Thus, the most Important of the first ing to that principle, both sides now
principles of deterrence theory is that the appear to accept that nuclear. forces are
possession of nuclear weapons has little maintained for two reasons: (1) to deter
utility beyond deterring nuclear weapons the other side from using nuclear
use by others. If the weapons are used, weapons, and (2) to take punitive
the disastrous consequences are apt tobe reprisals against the side using these
both global and prolonged-hence, the weapons. Hence. the resulting theory
paradox that using them destroys their holds that using nuclear weapons would
utility.l' After more than four decades, cause damage disproportionate to the
nuclear parity, perestrolka, and perhaps value of any political objective. But to
even our own national debt have brought stop one side from using its weapons. the
us full circle to the conclusion reached by other side remains willing and able both
Bernard Brodie and the post-World War to inflict and to accept terrible punish-
I! United States Strategic Bombing Sur- ment. In spite of Its complexity, the SlOP
vey-the prevention of war is the end to today may be little more than an
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elaborate and very large reprisal. If it is five of limiting damage to our country is
not. it could be. met not by active or passive defenses, but

"The reprisal paradigm is as consistent by deterring nuclear aggression in the
with the values of democratized nations first place. Yet. should we fail to deter.
as any other deterrence theory. In fact, damage is limited only by attempting to
I ferrnan Kahn called this a "tallonlc" ap- strike Soviet nuclear projection forces
proach, after the "eye for an eye, tooth for before they can strike us. As a conse-
a tooth" system ofJustice.22 Reprisals are quence, strategic nuclear forces must be
also acknowledged and allowable under further predisposed to taking the often-
the international laws governing war- sive. If our forces can cause more damage
I-are.23 Moreover, there is already a large to the Soviet Union than Soviet strategic
component of punishment embedded in forces can cause to the United States,
any nuclear war plans that direct attacks then we have presumably "defeated" the
against economic and industrial targets attack. This, in turn, suggests that we
located in more densely populated or have at least one criterion--defeating the
urban areas.24 Soviet attack--by which nuclear war can

in the simplest terms, a reprisal theory be "won."
of deterrence argues that the threat of The START negotiations that are under
horrible punishment deters and that the way to reduce strategic arms suggest
penalty for crossing the nuclear threshold mutual theories of deterrence grounded
will be horrible punishment. 2 Since this in war fighting. The larger, more diverse.
concept is implicit in present deterrence and more mobile Soviet forces are allowed
theory, shared acceptance of it should not to remain under perestroika, as diminish-
be diflfcult. Nor should it be difficult to ing the threat of these weapons becomes
structure the strategic forces necessary more difficult. Our own insistence on
to support reprisals or build the employ- large, diverse, and mobile strategic attack
ment plans required to execute them. forces maý limit our negotiating
Our own SIOP, for example, may already capabilities. Yet. every Soviet warhead
have a large reprisal component in Its eliminated through negotiations limits
econ mic and industrial targeting." damage to the United States should

Existing superpower nuclear forces deterrence fail.
and plans do not seem to be consistent Few thoughtful alternatives to accept-
with declarations that nuclear wars must Ing a reprisal-based SlOP exist, if large
not be fought and cannot be won. For reductions are a goal. We might continue
example, the role of our strategic nuclear on our present vector with fewer
forces and the present SIOP is to deter weapons. We might both reduce our
first and defeat attack second.2 7 The forces by some amount. (Even an actual
forces deter by having the capability at 50-percent reduction would leave an es-
least to attempt to defeat an attack. To timated residual superpower arsenal of
defeat an attack, sufficient bombers and 5,000 million tons of TNT in over 11,000
missiles must survive a Soviet strike and weapons. 350.000 Hiroshima explosions
then retaliate against the enemy. To en- instead of 700.000.)" Or. we might coin-
sure the survival of the retaliatory forces, bine reductions with active defenses such
we need bombers. laud-based missiles, as SDI or passive defenses like improved
and sea-based missiles on alert. Such hardening and civil defense.
large and robust forces Imply that a Continuing investment in SDI beyond
nuclear war could be fought. basic research seemsjustifiable only if we

Moreover, we depend solely on often- believe a nuclear war may be successfully
sive forces to deter and defeat. The objec- fought by either side. If we believe a
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nuclear war is likely, or even possible, we have the impression that while improving rela

must also believe that (1) Gorbachev's call uotns with us in the military sphere you continue
to Insist on acting in respect to the Soviet Union

for a more -nuclear-free" world is insrin- from a position of strength. 32

cere, (2) the Soviets possess a hostile will,
(3) they have a plausible political goal that And indeed, the force elements we are
would be met by nuclear war, self- least likely to use (strategic nuclear land-
destructive though it would be, and (4) and sea-based missile forces) were--until
even after arms reductions, they will have recently-scheduled for modemrization.
preserved the means to mount an attack and the ones more likely to be needed and
that meets any imaginable criteria for used (bombers, troops, and other
success. Without those beliefs, the basis general-purpose forces) are scheduled for
for deploying a unilateral system does not reduction. The inevitable conclusion is
seem compelling. 3 Certainly the that our nation could probably ac-
proliferation of nuclear weapons in the complish as much or more with consider-
third world Is a possibility, but It is ably smaller strategic nuclear forces, and
probably a remote threat to our thereby avoid some of the burdens as-
homeland.3 ' Moreover. a shared vision of sociated with nuclear arms. Of the many
nuclear deterrence and a mutually sup- such burdens, three deserve emphasis:
ported strategic relationship would allow (1) The primary weapon systems and their
such threats to be handled by preemptive peripheral or supporting systems are
conventional raids. costly, (2) even after expensive initial in-

Thus, we probably really have only two vestments are made. the primary and
alternatives: (1) maintain the status quo supporting systems must be periodically
while making a few cost-saving or cost- modernized, and (3) the costs accrue few
avoidance reductions on the margin, or benefits because the weapons appear to
(2) begin making deep reductions which have become self-deterring.
will eventually move us toward very small Accurate and complete calculations of
reprisal forces. The strategic nuclear our nation's investment in its strategic
forces required in the near term are not nuclear triad are not possible. The
necessarily dependent on which alterna- primary weapons (bombers. land-based
tive our nation chooses. We still have to missiles, and sea-based missiles) are onl,
get to and through the near term to realize single components of large systems.
the long-term vision we select. Those large systems include military per-

sonnel for operations and maintenance.
training and training facilities, ports and

How Deep Is Deep? bases, replenishment ships and aerial
refueling tankers, security personnel and

IF WE ARE at the culminating point, the systems, communications equipment
Soviets and some of our own legislators and networks (including command and
suggest that we in the United States are control aircraft, ground networks, and
behaving as if we intend to overshoot it. satelite communication systems. many
Marshal Sergey Akhromeyev challenged of these hardened, dispersed and Jam-

Secretary of State James A. Baker in the resistant), spare parts, test equipment

Moscow Parliament: and testing, ground-support vehicles.
and so forth. Procuring and maintaining

The Soviet Union has been reducing Its armed the primary weapons and the peripheral
forces for the last two years by 500,000 men and supporting equipment (to target the same
its military budget by 14 percent. The United
States has barely reduced Its armed forces and large systems that exist in the Soviet
is only slightly reducing Its military budget. I Union) make the total costs very high.
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Once procured, the primary weapon victor emerging from a nuclear war. At-
delivery vehicles and their supporting tack would inevitably lead to retaliation.
equipment must be periodically modern- retaliation would lead to follow-on at-
ized by replacement or modification. tacks, and it is likely that all the societies
Taken together, initial investment, recur- involved in such a war (and many not
ring costs, and the costs of modernization directly involved) would be devastated.
are enormous. Thus, the horrible and potentially

While we may rightly categorize past suicidal consequences of using nuclear
investments as worthwhile "sunk" costs, weapons render them self- deterring. The
we are now faced with the -opportunity' Soviets, for example, must now realize
costs associated with continuing invest- that the results of the Chernobyl tragedy
ment and future procurements."1 High would pale when compared to even a
costs can be justified so long as large single nuclear weapon detonation.
nuclear arsenals are useful. It is more Perhaps there was a need for large
likely than not that large numbers of numbers of such weapons in the history
nuclear weapons are no longer useful. of humankind but, even if there were.

This Is not an unhappy moment that need finally appears to be passing.
brought about by our wrongdoing, mis- The next plateau of arms might be
direction, or failure. Rather, it represents weapons designed for warfare in space.
the culmination of years of effort In the absence of agreements, laser
deliberately focused on convincing the weapons, microwave or electromagnetic
Soviets that we would do whatever was pulse weapons, and charged-particle
necessary to deny their strategic forces weapons are likely to emerge more
any war-fighting utility. We have quickly. Unless the nations of the world

eliminated the value of large Soviet are genuinely committed to controlling
nuclear offensivc forces. But, in so doing, arms. rapid advancement to the next
we have also diminished the utility of our plateau is possible.
own large nuclear offensive forces. If the United States and the Soviet
Moreover, we may have reached the point Union began by sharing an authentic
where the weapons themselves are largely commitment to reducing the threat posed
self-deterring. Both the knowledge and by nuclear weapons, they could simul-
the ignorance of nuclear weapons effects taneously capitalize on and improve rela-
deter us. tions under perestroikca 7 A shared belief

The domain of "knowns" associated that nuclear weapons are suitable only as

with the employment of nuclear weapons instruments of reprisal could form the

provides as little consolation as that of the basis for a new strategic relationship.
"unknowns." We know, for example, that That belief would also allow both nations

weapons effects include blast, overpres- to reduce strategic forces and avoid the
sure. and the release of destructive ioniz- costs associated with their modernization
ing radiation.3 ' Depending on the and maintenance.
number of detonations, casualties could Military might is one of several tnstri-
range fromt millions to hundreds of mfl- ments of national power. Economic
lions."" Although the consequences of a strength Is another. Unless our national
large number of detonations are not power is balanced and robust in the ag-
known, they could include global gregate and our economic strength re-
meteorological alterations, loss ofagricul- stored, we might find ourselves
lure, and persistent biomedical effects.3 ill-equipped to compete with Japan and

Because all these effects are so di- the. emerging European community.
sastrous, we know that there can be no Viewed in this light, strategic nuclear
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force reductions would serve to enhance forces make very poor signallng" devices.
our security, not erode it. concomitantly reducing thie grave risk

Sharing such a vision, the United that signals might be misread during ten-
States and the Soviet Union would need sion or crisis.
only enough nuclear weapons and it took the world four decades to ai rve

delivery systems for each to establish a at the present levels ot nuclear anus. it
sufficiently punitive reprisal.• Only Is not unreasonable to expect that it
small alert forces would be required, and might take nearly that long to evolve to
these could be built around delivery sys- reprisal forces. The greatest peril exists
tems unsuitable for surprise attacks. during the first few years of the

"Deep," then, cv-,d be "very deep." confidence-building, "ýi-. Yet evetn that

Nonetheless, small nuclear reprisal peril Is small when compared to the risks
forces do not require that either the accepted by maintaining the large and
United States or the Soviet Union resign capable nuclear forces that exist today.

their positions as nuclear-armed super- Although small reprisal forces seemi to be

powers. Both sides would likely deem it the best choice (if large reductions are an

prudent to find parity at a level that ex- authentic goal), the Issue nonetheless

ceeded the combined nuclear capabilities remains a matter oi choice. The transi-

of the other major nuclear powers--the lion will not be easy or risk-free, but it can

United Kingdom, France, and the People's be managed safely.

Republic of China. At least initially, ex-
Isting superpower nuclear forces would
exceed the level required for reprisals. Beyond the Culminating Point
Over time, however, effective non-

proliferation strategies and negotiations FORMER SECRETARY of defense
might even reduce the size of those and James Schlesinger, quoted at the begin-
other nuclear arsenals, thereby allowing ning of this essay, correctly describes the

the superpowers to make further reduc- difficulties associated with the transition
tions. to a new era. However, given as we are

Small reprisal forces built around sys- the choice between the horror of employ-
tems unsuitable for surprise attack Ing nuclear weapons or the disconulorls
reduce the risk of nuclear war. They associated with building more stable

alone provide proof that hostile will is relationships in an era of deliberately

diminished, that the superpowers are pursued peace, the discomforts are
sincere in their declarations that the tolerable.
threats posed by weapons of mass If they choose to do so, the tnitedl

destruction must be reduced, that a States and the Soviet Union can move
nuclear war cannot be won, and that a from separate architectures for collective
nuclear war must not be fought. Absent defense to joint arrangements i)romoting
the ready recourse to large numbers of collective security. Arms control has be-
prompt-launch nuclear weapons, crisis come essential for collective security. An

stability Is enhanced--especially if com- arms-control regime predicated on a
bined with conventional force reductions shared vision of the role of niclear
and a joint antimissile defense system. weapons is apt to be more effective and
Likewise, small, bomber-heavy reprisal durable than one predicated on separate
forces may invalidate the fear of beliefs that nuclear wars maybe success-
"decapitation" strategies for war initiation fully fought.

by rendering such strategies unex- Arms control-particularly the
ecutable. And finally, small reprisal measured and progressive reduction of
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aitnis down to reprisal force levels-Is power nuclear arsenals. Perestroika
neither thc abdication of our respon- provides the opportunity to restructure
sibilities as a world leader, nor total dis- our relations not only with the Soviet
,,t nitaeit Rather, it signals the Union. but with the rest of the world as
willitngness otboth sides to accept a per- well. In so doing, we could jointly
iuatient and guaranteed nuclear armi- restructure our nuclear frces to
slice as an alternative to brute force diminish whatever threats we believe they
deterrence and brute force diplomacy, pose to our own security, to the planet.

By rejecting nuclear arns as legiUmate and to the people who dwell on it.
adjuncts to political Intercourse, the In the final analysis. maintaining large
.-,Uipe puwwci t oudki wiffy Ihe icst of the numbers of nuclear weapons is unneces
world that they had stripped nuclear sarily dangerous and costly. The prin-
arms of their deterrence value. The rela- cipal utility nuclear weapons appear to
lively small nuclear forces of the United have is for threatening reprisals against
Kingdom, France, and the People's a nation foolhardy enough to use them.
Republic of China already appear to be Together the United States and the Soviet
better stilted for reprisals than for any- Union can diminish the threat. This Is
thing else. Tlhe example set by the super- the new condominium that could emerge
powers wotld not provide a sufficient from finding a shared vision at the cul-
guarantee that nuclear proliferation minating point. This could be. and per-
would cease, but it would likely provide haps ought to be, the essence of any SIOP
more inhibitions than endorsing nuclear for perestroika.
lorce by constantly improving super-

Notes

1. The 'lncrgcne (1 p.ere'strotka signals the suc- simplifies the war-planning task. Thus. It is in our
4 css of over four decades of containment and best national interest to structure a postcontain-
heralds die beginning of the postcontainment era. ment world much less dependent on nuclear arms
We have the opportunity to shape this postcontain- for national security.
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Target Alet porcant Gernenal Percent
Caegwy Tarp Of Total Targt of Total Change
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Oth Military 985 17 1,603 18 + 668
Leadership 423 8 736 9 + 313
Nudear Force 1it 33 LmJI 23 t 25

Total 5.419 8.757 +3,338

Note that economic and industrial targets account for 63 percent of the total growth when jAiwng hz-om the alert
to the generated case.
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en route across the country. While this class of Michael M. May. George F. Blng, and John 1).
threat persists. ballistic missile proliferation will Stelnbrunner. Strategic Arms Reductions
add the potential threat of third-world missile at- (Washington, D.C.: Brooklngs Institution, 1988).
tacks against China and Japan. some parts of the 36. Ernest A. Bondlettl. "Effects on Agri ultire,"
USSR. and United States overseas interests: and in Nuclear War- The Aftermath. ed. ,Jeannie Peter-
against nations in Europe. the Middle East. and son (New York: Pergamon Press. 1983). 129. See
South America. A multinational SDI to engage ac- also note 19 above.
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United States, the USSR. China, the United Sttmtegy. 15-16,(ctesfour"fund(amentalar(Tterta" for
"Kingdom, France. and from broad ocean areas). judging arms control. Agreements must: (I) add to
errant test launches, and third-world attacks would US security by reducingSoviet attack incentives and
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lions. The opportunities a multinational SDI sys- in "the size, nature, and evoutilon" of forces; (3) be
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veriflable: and (4) "not compromise allied securtty. tlorL4 below a retaitn number of weatpons. denial
Small reprisal forces--with greater reliance on must be-come puntshnment Our cholces are to
bombers and constraints on alert and uAssile remain at a high floor to preserve sanu ate r
forcea.-appear to meet all four criteria. of our presenit deterreuece theory aild S1 uP. or focept

38. Acceptance ol a leprital based approa(h to a reprisal based approach to detertrwen ai,.l the
deterrence on both sides is necesaaary to owake very ptunitive SIOl' that res.ults. Shice pe•v'ustmitkn could
large reductions. The pre•aent SlOP--with all the aignpal a fundamenital haogt In the caht ulus ol
complex -building blocks. -withholds." and "re security, we have unuch to gatn by challenging the
serves" described by Ball In "Development of the Soviets to Join us In reducing nuclear torees to an
SIOP--deters by planning to employ a large number absolute mlntmum. U1 they agree. massive redoc
of weapons In an attempt to deny the Soviets their tlion can be made. If they do not. It is Ixest to knoiw
war alma. Yet. should deterrence fal,. attempts at It now. We should not wait until 1998 when the
denial would not make the outcome of an exchange STARr decrement must be completed.
any more tolerable. On the other hand. with reduc-
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Introduction
THE D)E,,S'TRUtI'IVE power of nuclear now be properly laid to rest? For a numi-
weapons, detonated in anger for the first ber of reasons, geopolitical circunmstance
and onlv ti(le 46 years ago. has created militates against prematurely discount-
what Is frequently termed [tie nuclear ing the deterrent value of theater nuclear
paradox., the essence of which is that weapons or the crisis management op-

nuclear arsenals exist to preclude their tions that they might afford US
ever being used.' While strategic nuclear strategists. Several of the same factors
weapons may be seen as a necessary likely to drive US choices as to general
guarantee against political domination strategic direction in the coming years
(or worse) by a nuclear-capable super- argue as well for retaining a discrete
power rival, theater nuclear forces (TNF) range of nuclear warfare capabilities,
have occupied a less well-defined position beginning with those at the lower end of
In the United States' scheme of deter- the spectrum of possible nuclear options.
rence.2 On one hand. TNF, whether in the The matrix of possibilities created by
employ of the United States or its allies, such factors might provide useful in-
the Soviet Union. or other-possibly less sights into the types of force structures
responsible--parties represent the most and nuclear policy options that could
direct route down what Gen Bernard effectively serve future US security inter-
Rogers has termed the slippery slope," or ests. A concluding section offers a
escalation path, to general nuclear con- qualified appraisal about what the future
flict. On the other hand. TNF have been might hold for theater nuclear forces.
for, several decades the linchpin in a From a purely philosophical
European security system which appears standpoint, the question of what to do
to have successfully forestalled Soviet at- about theater nuclear weapons seems
tempts at regional hegemony. relatively straightforward in light of

However. the apparent reduction in present trends in the global security en-
Soviet theater power-projection vironment: given the dire promise of
capabilities In recent years has eroded such weapons, their continued presence
whatever face value that theater nuclear in the US (or any other nation's) Inventory
weapons nTNW) may have acquired in an should not be condoned since they no
earlier, more confrontational era of su- longer (if they ever did) serve a clear.
perpower relations. The watershed Immediate, or convincing purpose.3
changes in global affairs, coupled with However, even when considering the
the discomfort felt by many in the United negative marginal utility of such
States and allied defense communities at weapons, the problem is not quite that
our seemingly Inordinate reliance on the easy to resolve. TNW occupy their niche
deterrent power of TNW. have called into in the pantheon of military capabilities
questton the need for any nuclear because of a number of interrelated cul-
weapons capability short of the ability to tural. political, technological, and
deter a direct nuclear attack on the military factors that have dominated the
United States Itself. strategic calculus of the nuclear age.

Can these weapons and the strategic Four variables. in particular, are likely to
nuclear agenda that they came to serve figure prominently in strategic choices of
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weapons, including the theater nuclear affairs contains Janus-like possibilities
variety. Key factors include: first, and that are simultaneously alluring and dis-
most obvious, the kind of global order (or concerting. On one hand. existing oppor-
disorder) most likely to supplant tile su- tunities to redirect American resources
perpower competition of the past 45 from defense to meet other fundamental
years: second, ways in which strategic national needs have not appeared as
objectives will be defined in this new in- great since 1945: one writer has termed
ternational arrangement, particularly current changes in the Soviet Union and
given the resource gap that exists be- elsewhere 'the postponed end of World
tween optimizing strategies and support- War ll.- On the other hand. while the
Ing means; third, the extrinsic utility of Soviet Union Is undergoing profound
various kinds of modern weapons (i.e., political. ideological, and structural
the perceived capabilities of nuclear as change, it retains Its military capabilities
opposed to advanced conventional (conventional and nuclear), which are
weapons for achieving desired effects on equivalent to those of the United States;
enemy forces and fvfrastructures): and the Soviet Union is. in fact, continuing to
fourth, the implications of extending the modernize nuclear and conventional
threat of armed force (of any type, but forces amidst uncertainty about its future
especially at the nuclear level) beyond the place in the European and international
immediate pale of national (i.e., ter- systems. Further, regional conflicts con-
ritorial) defense." tinue to disrupt an increaslngly inter-

Many of the strategic perplexities dependent international system,
created by theater nuclear weapons-•in- exacerbated by an expanding market for
cludIng their deterrent credibility In advanced electronics, propulsive.
peacetime as well as how they should or electrotnechanical, and other weapons
would be used should deterrence fall- technology systems, including those
are not easily quantifiable. The linterac- necessary to fashion nuclear devices.
tion of diverse strategic cultures and Latent global Insecurities Increase when
possible differences in perceptions of the power attributes of nations are over-
nuclear weapons as useful instruments laid by diverse cultural perspectives (to
of denial or coercion complicates both include divergent views of just and unjust
arms control and force planning (al-tcla- wars and what constitutes the permis-
(ions Involving TNF. Though treated sc- sibie use of force). ethnilc and religious
quentially. the concerns described below differences within and between states.
cannot be considered Independeently of competing territorial and economric Inter-
one another; environment, culttire, per- es. ;trial hile ulbiqlttliots concept of
ception, capability, and resultirn be- sovereign rights." in miany respects, what
haviors are part and parcel of the satne, might oh)llow in the wake of tile cold war
strategic equation. cotltId he as pl olblemat ic for Western

policynuiakers as tihe atiennath of World
War I was for liberal-political theorists

The Evolving International who dreamead of the lwrtntrn ent abolition

Security Environment III pwer politics:
All believed tl;it rr|pootiiqId v lot trhe war reated

FO)R MOST Americans who ai•l" iccil15 -v ITVrdly with the fletillft.,tlc' IdroloK rooted
t1In fie f .1.1 l1felidal rnorl;ar 1•cIal .a(lal order IIfomned to thie chill, of ,,he (lee'a(ieslo , (€'eCnttrl Fm role wi(wxf derstn(-lion had removed

ideological and military comuipet i•lmi the ;I "ey,'toii ohbt;,lr to world Iwafe Wbat was

tween the United States and the ithri ir tlhr to a|pprelatr wa.R that the

i Intion, the cutrrent watershed In world dle-t rio lion, of that older would 'rrate a
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vacuum to be filled by warring forues of revolu- others would seem to be an essential
tion and counter-revolution out of which regimes prerequisite to developing effective
would arise far more ferocious thant tho they nuclear weapons and defense policy.9
had replaced-regimes even less susceptible to
reason or enamoured of an order based on con-
sent.7

As the Persian Gulf conflict of 1990-91 Worldviews and Strategic
illustrates, the postcontainmenit world Vehicles

might well be fraught with perils ap- UNITED STATES strategic views stipu-
proaching those (excepting the threat of late that we prosecute so-called unlimited
global nuclear war) found In our erstwhilecomptitin wth te SoietUnio. ~wars (such as the First and Second World
competition with the Soviet Union. This wars) with complete fervor, while we
is due. in part, to the proliferation of struggle to sustain flagging popular sup-
nuclear weapons-related technologies port during conflicts conducted for more
and the advanced means for delivering limited (or less politically clear-cut) objec-
weapons of mass destruction. To sense tives.10 Further, the style of American

the full significance of such develop- warfare reflects specific national
ments. one need only consider the dimen- preferences, both in strategies and in
sions of the problem posed to the United perence th n an
States and its allies if Iraq indeed had operational method:
possessed nuclear warheads to fit its The ability to produce and field sophisticated

weapons that provide great firepower combined
Scud missiles. Taken one step further, with the tradition of overwhelming our enemies

what would have been the strategic op- has produced a signIficant trend in twentieth-

tions in the Persian Gulf if the US military century American military technique. Modem
American strategists and tacticians have sought

had been the size in 1991 it was budgeted to substitute fire and steel for American blood.
to be in 1996 and if Saddam Hussein had Strategic bombing In World War 11 was an at-

displayed a better appreciation of military tempt to find a way to victory that would mdni-

art and statecraft? mhze American bloodshed. "

Such palpable American impatience
with protracted conflict for other than

eChoices absolute objectives (e.g., the total over-
throw of world-threatening fascist-

Strategic Ends and Means militarist dictatorships) and a

corresponding affinity for the decisive ap-
IF STRATEGY is the art of applying plication of combat power to avoid a
military technology to achieve desired protracted conflict raise a key question
ends, the institutionalized beliefs of for US strategists. Absent the threat of a
policymakers about what Is desirable bilateral nuclear exchange, to what level
(state of affairs), acceptable (courses of of violence would the United States be
action), and probable (scenarios. conse- willing to carry localized conflicts to
quences) -constitute the looking glass secure allied interests at the lowest pos-
through which strategic alternatives sible cost In blood and treasure? A par-
must pass for decision. As Colin Gray tial answer might lie in the recent
maintains, if there is such a thing as statements of senior US military officers
national strategic culture (i.e., unique and analysts and other officials at the
"modes of thought and action with Defense Department that the key to a
respect to force"), understanding one's rapid and minimum-cost Persian Gulf
own strategic perspectives and those of campaign against Iraq lay In employing
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air power to the fullest extent possible Policymakers and planners sometimes
within existing political and strategic con- approach the issue of deterrence and
straints. ,2 While this could mean heavy military preparedness from decidedly dif-
attacks on economic, political, and logis- ferent perspectives.' 4 Consequently, it
tics infrastructures as well as on military should surprise few observers that
forces in advance of a ground offensive, it theater nuclear weapons have held con-
obviously begs for more extreme pos- siderable appeal as "lower-order" instru-
sibilities, such as the use of nuclear sments of deterrence while they have
weapons to break a protracted and costly ments nof d roence whiave
conventional deadlock or to end hos- simultaneously prompted significant
tilities against a future adversary who concern about the escalatory risks en-

possesses nuclear, bacteriological, or tailed.
chemical weapons. Would the nuclear
threshold in such situations be as invio- Military Technology and Resource
late as is commonly supposed, given Availability
traditional US strategic values and at-
titudes? Beyond the difficulty of subjectively

Viewed from another angle, what we defining threat as opposed to adequate

commonly perceive to be absolute response lies a second problem involving

limits--either as to the nature of deter- ends and means. Since other national

rence or actual levels of destruction in (nondefense) priorities occasionally make

warfare or even acceptable loss rates- urgent and legitimate calls on our resour-

might have a decidedly different meaning ces, perennial concerns over feasible

to those who are possessed of different defense strategies assume even more

worldviews, traditions, and experiences. critical proportions:

Bernard Brodie's observation that "good With regard to these global responsibilities, U.S.

strategy presumes good anthropology forces are obviously not available to defend

and sociology" requires careful reflection, everywhere against every threat at all times....
Because our current forces are insufficient to

as does the idea that American take on all tasks simultaneously, general

policymakers might have transferred strategic priorities and the specific circum-

their own concepts of nuclear war and the stances and forces available at the time will

nature of deterrence to others (i.e., the govern force employment.'
5

Soviets) who did not really share the same As the immediate military pressures of
perspectives. the cold war recede, and political senti-

ment for a US defense retrenchment
Weapons and Military Roles mounts, a variety of strategic options for
Some Difficulties securing future US global security inter-

At the grand strategic level, defense ests has emerged (or resurfaced. in the

priorities are based on perceptions of case of the Air Force's "Global Reach"
security goals and threats for which less projection of forward-deployed and long-
abstract measures of merit (such asf range strategic air power).] Common to

such visions of the strategic future of the
size or performance characteristics) are United States are the tacit concessions
adequate only to a point. For example, that the United States will possess un-
each of the several different levels of US limited resources to procure its objectives
nuclear thought, ranging from declara- and that advanced weapon system tech-

tory to force development and employ- nologles will provide US forces with an
ment policy, addresses different affordable ability to win future conflicts

dimensions of the same overall strategy. quickly and decisively. Such projection
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strategies usually envision the limited achieve specific results. Thermal. initial.
availability of forward basing that is and residual radiatlun effects are more
provided by allies who are in close problematic than those due to blast be-
proximity to potential areas of opera- cause they are subject to a greater numn-
tion.'7 ber of intervening variables such as the

degree of protection afforded to fIorces and

their equipment in the vicinitv. While tht

Nuclear Weapons probability of kill from stich effects would
be approximately 100 peicent for till-

Effects and Applications protected personnel and equipment at o;

adjacent to the point of detoitation, this

AT LEAST from the standpoint of the probability becomes seconuda•,v to blast
Western world, nuclear weapons must be (and particularly overpressure) as the
considered first and foremost political in- distances increase from ground zero.
struments whose overriding purpose is However, greatly increased lethal effects
the aversion of conflict. However, ob- from the initial nuclear i adiation are pos-
servers must also consider nuclear forces sible by minimizing the fissiont yield of a
as weapons in the operative (or purely weapon relative to its fusion yield (also
functional) sense to fully appreciate achieved, in part, by substituting non-
either the costs that they threaten to anium tars uch a pon-

impose on the enemy in the name of varius termed e uha raiton.

deterrence or their siren-song to nations variously termed enhlu:,el ,aolallon.

having vastly different perceptual frames reduced blast, or tie,.•i on blob---can

of reference about what constitutes effec- deliver lethal doseý of neution and

live military power. Consequently, to un- gamma radiation to about twice the dis-
derstand the larger political purposes tance as fission devices of comparable
that particular classes of nuclear yield. This weapon can also deliver
weapons might serve, it Is not sufficient roughly the same amount of radiation as
to dismiss the inquiry with the generic fissioxi weapons having 10 times the ex-
categorization "nuclear." The need to as- plosive yield.20  These explosive yield
sess the operational and strategic im- scenarios Illustrate the possility of
plications of nuclear weapons is reducing blast, thermal, and residual
particularly acute in view of what is to radiation effects by greatly dcueastig the
some observers an increasingly blurred rapon effe qureato d ue in-
distinction between, on the one hand, weapons yield required to produce in-
types of nuclear weapons which produce tense doses of prompt radiation. Re-

relatively low-order "tailored" effects and, search is also under way to determine the

on the other, advanced conventional explosive yield of other types of tailored
munitions.18  effects weapons, such as supptessed

radiation devices (enhanced blast effects

"Intrinsic/Extrinsic" Nuclear Effects with reduced neutron radiation) and in-
duced radiation weapons (increased ron--

From the standpoint of pure physical tamination from initial radiation, for
effect, the operational implications of 2

1

nuclear detonations would be relatively Three points eniphasl)e t. e intrinsic

straightforward-and negative, in terms effects of nuclear weapons. First, regard-
of functional disutility-were it not for the less of their generic properties (t he release
fact that nuclear effects can be tailored to of radiation, intense thermal eneri•v, and
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explosive power producing blast), nudear First. the traditional operational
weapons can produce an extremely broad measure of merit in ordering combat
range of direct and indirect effects. priorities has been the enemy's ability to
Stripped of such fundamentally impor- further his military and political objec-
tant but collateral concerns as the tives while frustrating our own. The
dangers of escalation frenzy, atmospheric operational planning process attempts to
contamination, and nuclear winter, assign systems and warheads offering the
single or limited numbers of nuclear highest probability of prompt kill against
weapons produce effects that-while they enemy forces and/or systems presenting
might defy moral, political, or even opera- the greatest potential danger to vital
tional logic--are at least comprehensible friendly forces or installations.2

4 The US
and quantifiable.2 Second, regardless of single integrated operations plan repre-
the potentially significant ecological sents probably the most extreme instance
hazatiw s that result from surface or air of threat priorittzation according to risk.
bturstq. the immediate results of low- involving as it does enemy forces that
order nuclear detonations can be dis- pose the most direct and immediate
criminate: people, equipment, and nuclear hazard to the United States or its
structures at varying distances from allies. At lower levels of conflict, field
giound zero can, with proper prepara- commanders who seek to seie the opera-

tart, survive to operate in a nuclear en- tional initiative from an enemy will !.yv to

vhorintient. 2 Finally, the effects neutralize those forces or weapons sys-
producd byv a nuclear detonation can be terns most likely to impede a swift and
tar maiote intense over far greater areas effective operation.
tihan those achieved by nonnuclear muni- Unfortunately, those who would draw
lIIons (onte possible exception -411 be dis- clew distinctions between operational
cussed later). Whether the net and strategic necessity in target choices
operational benefit of constrained and tacthal ballistic missiles, along with

ittcilefa eflects is real or dangerously fl- advanced long-range aircraft with stand-
lusory. t(ie fact remains that decisive off launch capabilities and other deep-
opierational advantage could be seen in reach weapons systems, have stood such
thir lihtitted (or concentrated) employment distinctions on their head. The spectacle
of- nh('lear weap,)ns. of Intensive allied search-and-destroy air

operations against Iraqi mobile Scud mis-
Net Effects stiles at the outset of the Persian Gulf
nup' Orde, Nuclear Versus Advanced conflict effectively discounts the notion

(onimintional Weapons that political, strategic. and operational

(iveni nuclear weapons' obvious considerations are sonehow separable in
Ii:ibtlities-- nmilitaryand political-is there modem warfare. As the definition of sig-
a position at which the nuclear point of nitIcant military threat has changed with
locutsed (or mlilttarily useful) destruction technological a(,,ances inl delivery sys-
Ittcr sects that of evolving/emerging con- temns, concepts about the types of force
ventional munitions capabilities? While necessary to counter such threats appear
it uiilrOlit seem as pointless to compare to be undergoing a corresponding trans-
"tlaltvehilecto atinclearand convention- formation. That the perceived need
al wciapotts as It is to draw parallels be- begets the chosen nicarts is evihlenced by
I'wevii Mle eating habits of sharks and the fact that chemical weapons produc-

iTaliCs, the distinction between tile two tion facilities located lit heavily populated
ri pljil |v ptrve rmore ar-i lf1'ial than absolute sectlons of Waglhdad were iecmntle crucr'ial
I'llr;I 111111tle'r of reasons. enotighi a threat Io warranti surgical
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cruise missile and tactical air strikes, capabilities to destroy other types of tar-
While the particular means chosen to gets.
Implement Operation Desert Storm were Finally, distinctions between weapons
purely conventional, the open-ended effects become somewhat gray when one
problem of targeting threats having both examines the trade-off between weapon
operational and strategic possibilities en- delivery accuracy and the desired prob-
compasses a broader range of pos- ability of damage to particular targets.
sibilitles than those represented by Precision-guided munitions have
specific weapons systems. As a conse- noticeably affected the calculations of tar-
quence, the United States refused to un- geting staffs and commanders alike by
equivocally rule out other types of greatly improving probabilities ofdamage
responses. including the use of chemical through vastly increased delivery ac-
or nuclear weapons, throughout the con- curacy (measured in terms of circular
flict. error of probability ICEPI and defined as

A second reason for not embracing a the radius from the center of a target
strict dichotomy between low-yield within which one-half of the delivered
nuclear weapons and their conventional weapons can be expected to fall). Such
alternatives lies in the targeting itself, accuracy has reduced the number of
Not all targets are created equally in launches, sorties, or rounds necessary to
terms of susceptibility to damage from effect the destruction ofeven small, haid-
particular types of weapons. Technically. ened point targets.2 At the same time.
a target is defined by its relative hard- the benefits of Improved delivery ac-
ness. degree of surface exposure to direct curacies have been partially offset by size-
weapons effects (i.e.. subterranean struc- of-payload restrictions that effectively
tures might experience only the shock limit the conventional explosh e polejtital
transmitted by an explosive detonation for most munitions to what canl be eflec-
on the surface above), and the extent to tively packed into a warhead or (arrlt-d
which Its constituent elements are dis- aboard a delivery vehicle. ConsetIietitluly,
persed. Where 2,000-pound laser- the effects of such weapoiis, wfille tIr-
guided bombs might be ideal for bridges midable for many types of targets, mixght
or ammunition storage sites and conven- not produce tne power (in a single
tional cluster munitions might be weapon) necessary to newtralize 'cilaili
suitable for troop concentrations or air- types of targets, as evidenced by the
fields, neither weapon provides the United Nations' (UN) decision to 'arpet
precise effects necessary to neutralize bomb Iraq's Republican Guard torinat-
hardened missile silos or large, mobile- tions by using B-52s to carry large nini-
armored formatlons operating in rela- bers of general purpose bombs. As a
tively open terrain, result, large numbers of high -explosive

Third. specific weapons eflects might conventional weapons might be required
be required for targets that are Inacces- to service particular types of targets. A

sible to direct Impact, are dispersed and proportionate amount of collateral

mobile, or are so situated that they pose damage Is usually the Inevitable result.
There Is a certain irony in the observat ion

a high risk of attrition to attacking forces.

While precision-gitIded conventional that low-yield nuclear weajxwis designed
to maximize certain effects might. iti tact.

munitions have appreclavly reduced the offer smaller risk of unwanted destruc-
amount of high explosives required to tion (I.e.. outside of the target area) than
significantly damage specific kinds of tar- the mass employment of conventional
gets, they could require specialized munitions:
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Inc.-i.l II,- V. I'iIltcd effects nuclearweapons) high-tempo operations leading to rapid
aic differeat weapxon because they seek to ex- closure with enemy forces, dispersal of
plott. or scmtr t, different weapons effects. These
dtili' u'•p e, t-t 11 oit a pattern of tactical nuclear ground force units in columns of march
w,.,ilic ti, wvlti. it betucoes possible to fulfmil or when deployed for battle, and the ur-
,.alitnr' iwi-t.c ina maniierthat hardlyconforms gent need to neutralize enemy tactical
to, tIe ,lVniailali inmage of widespread destruction nuclear weapons capabilities at the ear-
ainI ,tJ - oitadiildtloi. Furthermore. and perhaps lest possible opportunity.2 7  While the
r-ven, m,,r it-..valing of persistent shibboleths. concept of the nonlinear battlefield of the
difil-reo e h, bcta'n these weapons and conven-
ttt,.d w%..,tons indicate that conventional war- future is mostly an offshoot of quantum
lare ilay not be as relatively virtuous as many advances in the scope, range, mobility,
presently beliteve. 20  and killing power of conventional

Skidi views beg the obvious problem of weaponry and supporting systems, it has

haviing tat gt-t arrays dispersed over large been influenced in no small measure by

geograp|hic areas that might require sig- the expected effects of tactical nuclear

ititteatit tmuibers of low-yield nuclear warfare.2 8 According to a 1985 statement

weapotn,, Ito Cover all target elements by the assistant secretary of defense for

st 'ih its maieiver battalions operating atomic energy:

tit a Itil| batth-field environment). In The presence of a potent SNF (short-range

such t'ase 's, t(ie operational benefits of nuclear force) on the battlefield causes an attack-
er to choose between dispersing his forces intacti)al nuclear weapons ould well be order to avoid presenting a lucrative nuclear

offset b)y concerns over aggregate target or (inviting) catastrophic destruction by

aIfloiilitS ol iradiation and other side ef- keeping them massed. An attacker who prefers

Ie.ts pwidthced by a large number of mass. but who has been forced to disperse has

tiiclea t (de(ia tat Ions. his forces deployed in a way that decreases their
egi M-ess how closely certain types of effectiveness., and slows the momentum of the

attack. This situation. in turn, causes a recal-

i.,w-kivtt iitArl.ail WedpKoall Ui_ ddvanced culation of the probability of successful attack.

coitveuttuixotal weapons approach each and the reduction of that probabilli is what will

othei hil lt eUs of physical effect and rela- cause an aggressor to be deterred.

tive destruCilve capability, the specter of Battlefield operational doctrine Is but
tat tit il taclear warfare continues one of a number of areas of strategic and
p l,,',tiJgt~cally to Influence current
1,1 tt l, hta lugh- intensity conventional operational thought affected by the exist-
olierd0 1itlIosln ence of theater nuclear weapons. Giventhat TNW possessing varying range limits

Modificatioas hi Force Design and can essentially hold at risk an entire

Operational Practice spectrum of enemy war-fighting and war-
sustaining capabilities (up to and includ-

"Ihe distinct threat posed by theater Ing homeland-based assets), it Is not
nuclear weapons to conventional forces surprising that these weapons have come
and their supporting infrastructures has to personify a sort of ultimate military
had a significant Impact on how those center of gravity in both the NATO and
toices have prepared to do battle. For Warsaw Pact ways of thlnking.m Conse-
example, Soviet military doctrine has long
recognized the potential for operations on quently, much thought has gone Into
thie ruiclear battlefield. It has given con- dealingwith the enemy's ability to employ
siderable attention to such concepts as such weapons (as well as chemical and
smaller and more highly mobile ground biological agents) against supporting in-
maneuver elements, echelonment of frastructures as well as military forces
primary, follow-on forces to produce and to devise credible means for threaten-
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Ing the enemy's support systems across sovereign Interests to those of third-party
the board.31  nations under the euphemism of "an at-

tack on one is an attack on all" is a
relatively convoluted process.* The ter-

Extended Deterrence ritorial Integrity or material well-being of
the deterring nation is one thing. How-ever, attempting to convince a potential

W UILE THERE are numerous varia- aggressor that one is quite willing to risk
tions on the theme of deterrence, nmany of self-immolation to preclude an attack ontion onthethee o detrreceman of another coalition member, an ocean or a
which are cleverly couched In motive be- cotnen aliyo mghbe quiteanor.
havior---denial, tallonic (or "eye for an cotntawymihbeqtenter
hav-)oradenlal. talionic (ort"eyedforon- In one case the vested nature of the inter-
eye"), and reinforceable--extended. con- esattkeIImdaeyslfvdnt

ventional, or nuclear deterrence hinges est at stake Is immediately self-evident,

on a more pragmatic notion. That is. thwhile additional evidence of commitment

promise of punishment beyond the value mIght be necessary to convincingly sup-

of the gain sought or outright denial of port le dectsntrests:

military objectives will dissuade potential port less direct interests:

aggressors from attempting to take that The difference between the national homeland

which appears to be within their means. and everything -abroad- is the difference be-

However, as is the case with deterrence tween threats that are inherently credible, even

in its more general sense, a number of if unspoken. and threats that have to be made

qualifiers make the process of-extending" credible. To project the shadow of one's milltary
forces over other countries and territories is an

a protective threat somewhat act of diplomacy.33

problematic. First, what results from the
overt or Implied threat of armed force will Apart from the attenuating effect that
depend on the situation inspiring the distance and one or more stages of politi-
threatened use of a particular military cal separation might have on an
instrument. Second, deterrent relation- aggressor's ability to accept a declaration
ships are dynamic (i.e., subject to change of vital Interest as bona fide and ac-
over time In the calculations and tionable, attempts to extend deterrence
capabilities of the parties involved), encounter two further difficulties. First,
Third. a variety of tangible and intangible the gulf between what is obviously a
factors, physical and psychological, sphere of vital Interest and what is
determine the nature of a deterrent declared a vital interest might make ex-
relationship and its ultimate outcomes, tremely difficult an accurate assessment
Such factors complicate the attempt to by a potential challenger of the extending
"rationalize" the threat of nuclear nation's real intent and capability, lead-
weapons, particularly where the threat of Ing to possible miscalculation and deter-
pure retaliation (or response In kind) does rent failure. Second, an attempt to
not fit the circumstance (i.e.. an ap- extend deterrence into an adversary's
propriate response to Soviet conventional backyard may be seen by an opponent as
aggression against regional allies), either a distinct security threat, a chal-

lenge to his bargaining reputation, or
Extended Deterrence both.
Perils and Promises The United States has gone to great

lengths to underwrite the security of its
The United States has learned over more vital alliances. In the case of NATO.

four decades as the senior partner in the US security measures included the
North Atlantic Alliance that linking positioning of significant numbers of US
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forces In the territorles of alliance mem- the construction of nuclear devices will
bers. the deployment of theater nuclear continue In the absence of effective Inter-
weapons under unilateral control as well national means for controlling nuclear
as under a dual-key arrangement, and an proliferation. Third. research into ad-
obvious connection between the wartime vanced nuclear weapons effects will con-
Integrity of NATO and aposslble US tinue, as will the development (if not the
strategic nuclear response. It Is Impor-
tant to note the linking role that theater mass field deployment) of so-called
nuclear weapons have assumed in both tailored-effects weapons. Finally. US
the NATO strategy for theater defense and cold war strategic perspectives that ea-
in the larger strategic relationship be- phasize maintenance of a global status
tween the United States and the Soviet quo based on the right of self-determina-
Union. Although US policy declarations tion will not radically change, and par-
of recent years have laid increasing em- ticularly not in ways involving a full-scale
phasis on the concept of conventiona/ disengagement from our role as chain-
deterrence, the US security strategy for pion of global peace and stability. or a
Europe. up to and following the 1988 return to a new Isolationism." The
ratification of the Intermediate-range recent US-led and UN-sanctioned opera-
Nuclear Force Treaty, has continued to tions against Iraq are indicative of the
rely on theater nuclear forces as a center- lengths to which the United States Is
piece of the policy of graduated deter-
rence.3 6  prepared to go. particularly where Its per-

ceived vital interests are intermixed with
broader, internationalist concerns.

Theater Nuclear Forces andFuture United States Nuclear The Logic-or Illogic--of Theater
Optn te s NNuclear Weapons In the "New World
Options Order"

Some lIrftreneces The meeting point of US strategic cul-
THE CONCLUSIONS which follow rest ture. perceived threats to US vital Inter-
on Heveral ON U N whichfollow Firest, ests, and the deterrent effects of theater

on several key a-•.surptions. First, ab- nuclear weapons have, for the past 40
sent a "competent and sufficiently power- years. been in Western Europe. Whether
ful authority at the international level." Europe ultimately remains the
global affairs will continue to reflect the touchstone of US strategic interests vis-
unique interests of individual nation- i-vis a reinvigorated Soviet land power Is
states, coalitions, or power blocs.3 7 Con- uncertain. However, recent national
flicts will continue to occur in the policy statements indicate that the
economic, political, and, on occasion, United States Is likely to continue in its
military arenas. Second, nuclear self-appointed role as a democratic

weapons will not only continue to exist in primus inter pares and to retain an active

the arsenals of the nations currently pos- security interest In global affairs:

sessing theni. but they will continue to be In particular. for most of this century. the United

regarded as desirable, albeit dangerous, States has deemed it a vital interest to prevent

instruments of national power by aspir- any hostile power or group of powers from
insregional podominating the Eurasian land mass. This inter-ing regional powers. Consequently, ac- etrs..A h ol' otpwruest remains .... As the world's most powerful
quisition by nonnuclear states of democracy, we are inescapably the leader, the
technologies and materials essential to connecting link in a global alliance of
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democracies. The pivotal ponbility for en- tioned "eyeball-to-eyeball in Western
muring the stability of the International balance Europe. the future of the Soviet Union as
remains oars. even as Its requirements change a continental and, possibly yet again, a
In a new eraM global power has yet to be determined.

For the duration of the cold way, the The formidable nuclear and conventional
strategic logic of theater nuclear weapons capabilities still possessed by the Soviets.
has resulted in large part from the per- and the possibility of untoward political
ceived need of the United States to con- developments within the Soviet Union or
tain the Soviet Union on its own vis-a-vis the West. make the complete
peripheries (which encompassed large dismantlement of existing security ar-
portions of both Europe and Asia, includ- rangerments premature and risky. It
Ing MacKinder's vital Eurasian would thus stand to reason that a policy
heartland).40 This strategy involved ex- of graduated deterrence, along with its
tending the protection of arms to allies supporting military implements (such as
who are positioned directly in the lee of a TNF). would be important to a stable
militarily preponderant and ideologically strategic relationship during the present
hostile continental land power. Conse- period of transition.
quently, one might quite understandably
(and erroneously) infer that theater Expanding Global Techno-Military
nuclear forces, and the concept of a Capabilities
proportionate, graduated deterrence that
they served, have no meaning apart from Absent a resurgence in ideological or
that specific strategic relationship. How- political competition with the Soviet
ever, while TNF might have once been Union leading to a new arms race. the

weapons in search of a mission (which United States will still be faced with the

came home to roost in NATO arsenals as prospect of accommodating its commit-

both heralds and staunch underpinnings ment to "the stability of the international

of the flexible response strategy). these balance" with the interests of other

weapons appear to have found a per- nuclear powers or coalitions. Some of

manent home in the logic of an extended these. such as India and China. now

deterrence grounded on the threat of possess intermediate-range delivery

graduated escalation. Consequently. the vehicles and have or will shortly have

continued US commitment to a global nuclear weapons.4 As Robert L.

system of independent centers of power Pfaltzgraff recently noted:

could well indicate a new strategic re- We are in the midst of an accelerating diffusion

quiremnent for such weapons. There are of technologies that will increase the number of
of reasons for considering the states in possession of the means for conducting

anumber military operations at the higher end of the con-
possibility that the same ties that have flnt spectrumn This includes-the proliferation of

linked US security interests to those of Its missiles, advanced aircraft, maritime platforms.

European allies through the escalatory and nuclear. biological, chemical, and conven-

medium of theater nuclear weapons tonal warheads.

might also govein future relationships It Is uncertain at the present time if the
with the nations of Europe and Asia. proliferation of advanced conventional.

chemical, or nuclear weapons and a --
sociated delivery means can be arresf •

The Residual Soviet Threat Still, nearly a dozen nations already ha-,ý
such capabilities or are so far along the

FIRST, WHILE the United States and the road to operational deployment as to be
Soviet Union are no longer militarily post- beyond the reach of effective non-
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prolileration controls. Given such weapons and [heiri kindred. In apii" of
developments, one can Justifiably ques- their obvious disadvanitdgvs, nut lvar
tion the feasibility of attempting to weapons create operational possibilities
preserve a stable new world order-par- that, although lurid, do indeed exist. One
ticularly In a nuclearized world gone has only to note NATO's long standing
entropic-by using the threat of reliance on the deterrent etlects of tactical
unilateral or collective conventional nuclear weapons to convince the Soviets
military force alone, of the futility of ever employing their vast-

Power Perceptions and ly preponderant conventional forces.
Nuclear Weapons Cbrnsequently, it is quite possible, if not

altogether certain, that these weapons

The nature of current generation could have Irresistible appeal as a mean
nuclear weapons. including the cumula- for bridging the void between first-rate
tive impact of technological advances in conventional military power and the in-
tailored weapons effects, could alter ex- cipient combat capabilities currently pos-
Isting cost-benefit calculations. For ex- sessed by a nunber of developed and
ample, the possibility of reduced developing nations. Regardless ofwlat
collateral damage afforded by advanced de likg to Rele ofcwhat
tactical nuclear weapons might well we would like to lieve conin
lower, rather than raise, the so-called nuclear weapons and the huan (ondi-
nuclear threshold relative to high- tion, we must realize that nuclear
intensity conventional warfare. Such ad- weapons might not have the same con-
vances create something of a dilemma for notations everywhere and to everyone
the United States and Its allies. For who will ultimately possess them. That
decades, the US has sought to convince perceptions of utility might vary with
the Soviets that, however awful the effects strategic culture Is evident from analyses
of TNW might be for both sides, NATO was indicating that 'there is virtually nothing
nerfeel- utling to employ them should in the vohlminous open Soviet tactical
the need arise. In so doing, the United doctrine to support the notion that they
States might have sown some perceptual make the sharp and important distinc-
seeds regarding the political clout of such mion we do between use i nd non-use of
weapons and their potential war-fighting tion wecdoabewee nse ad an-eo
utility that could prove unfortunate in
subsequent years. There are current in- that the Soviets seem, in recent years, to
dications that less affluent nations might have -outgrown" their fixation on the

indeed see nuclear weapons as a cost- operational merits of theater nuclear
effective means for attaining a significant weapons, they have left a number of other
measure of political influence vis-d-vis actors in the nuclear arena whose
their regional neighbors or with the most propensities are less clear.
advanced industrialized nations--in es-
sence, political power on the cheap." Global Side Effects of Future

Given the dazzling display of high- Regional Conflicts
technology military might in Desert
Storm, It is conceivable that the universal The potential spillover costs of regional
search for the great equalizer could turn conflict (ecological as well as political,
toward the capabilities afforded (at seem- economic, and military) promise to be
ingly low cost. compared to massive con- considerably higher than in the past in
ventional forces) by enhanced radiation terms of threatening to disrupt the larger
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status quo in which the United States has deployed or rapid-reaction conventional
stated a vested interest. Although much forces.

of the International system as a whole will The claims of strategic air power advo-
likely feel the crunch of increasingly cates aside, the massive costs and long

scarce natural resources, possibly the logistics tail of the Desert Shield/Desert

most hazardous fallout could come from Storm campaign would seem to make
competition between such peripheral future unilateral or even multilateral con-

comptiton btwen suh priphral ventional military solutions to regional
global powers as India. Pakistan, China. crises litary docutiand painfl
North Korea, the Republic of South crises logistically difficult and painfully
Northioa, twell Rcepbic niofs Suthe expensive for the United States. Even a
Africa. as well as certain nations in the modified containment strategy--predi-

Middle East. Such nations share tradi- mated on tainan se rity -coalit
cated on regional security coalitions

tional (and deep-seated) antagonisms as backstopped by the threat of massive US
well as advanced military capabilities. It strategic conventional bombardment and
is of course uncertain whether the shielded by antitactical ballistic missile
prospect of an imminent Eurasian land defenses-is not a straightforward
war between comparably equipped proposition from a cost-effectiveness
regional nuclear powers would elicit an standpoint.
active military response from the United From the US cultural perspective of
States in the interest of a stable interna- high-Intensity, low-cost milhtaiy solu-
tional balance of power. Nor is it a given tions, there is sufficient reason to recom-
that the United States would intervene to mend the concept of a conventional

avert the ecological consequences of any deterrent, predicated perhaps on the

type of nuclear conflict, acting on behalf threat of a US global reach operation.

of what Jonathan Schell calls the fragile From an Air Force perspective, such an
operation might involve an intensive

"ecosphere. However, in light of the strategic air bombardment of the enemy's
leveling effect of military capabilities dis- vital war-making centers of gravity, espe-
cussed above, It Is germane to consider cially nuclear weapons and their delivery
how the United States might seek solu- forces. However. denial of an adversary's
tions to regional conflicts involving the nuclear option through conventional air
potential use of nuclear weapons and power projection presents a couple of
possibly avert widespread radlologic con- problems. First, despite the impressive
tamlnation or other environmental side successes scored by aerospace power in
effects. the conflict with Iraq in the Persian Gulf,

one must question the deterrent

Deterrent Credibility credibility of conventional air bombard-
ment for those nations possessing ad-

Given chronic regional instabilities vanced military capabilities and a far

and the continuing proliferation of more sophisticated understanding of

stechnologies, the most pressing their strategic and operational uses than
wponsuh othe Iraqis (e.g.. the Soviets, Chinese, andof such open-ended issues involves the

kinds of deterrent strategies likely to fur- Indians, for starters). It remains to be
seen whether the threat of such direct

ther future US security interests. Of ob- military action would deter an adversary
vious concern is the extent to which fiscal possessing the means for escalating a
and political constraints will permit the regional conflict to the nuclear level (as
United States to underwrite vital overseas well as an air defense system capable of
commitments with large forward- challenging US strategic air operations).
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In such a case. without the dire promise possible US strategic response to Soviet
of a response-in-kind capability to dis- aggression. Decoupling theater and
suade a determined nuclear power or strategic nuclear policies may not be pos-
coalition from pursuing limited sible without dismantling the entire con-
hegemonic objectives, how convincing cept of graduated deterrence. Nor would
would the threat of an air campaign really it be particularly desirable to do so. even
be? if it were feasible to treat strategic and

Second. an adversary's threat to theater nuclear forces as separable
employ nuclear weapons against its threats where the Soviet Union or some
regional neighbors in the event of a US other global nuclear power were con-
attack on its homeland would seem to cerned. The need to minimize the risk of
require an exceptionally high degree of diret escalation in conflicts of interest
confidence on the part of US decision between nuclear superpowers mandates
makers that strategic conventional attack that global and TNF remain part and
would, in fact, prevent rather than incite parcel of the same seamless deterrent for
regional nuclear retaliation. Further, in the immediate future. This need of
much the same way as the doctrine of course presupposes a positive deterrent
massive retaliation went the way of the relationship, one predicated on the
dinosaurs almost as soon as It was enun- gradual drawdown of theater-based
ciated, US strategic nuclear forces would nuclear systems and modeled on con-
seem to lack credibility as a deterrent tinued constructive relations and effec-
lever against nuclear powers posing no tive arms control and verification
direct threat to the United States itself.47  measures. However. deterrence might be

more discriminate, or focused on levels
Theater Nuclear Forces lower than the strategic composite of
Operative Constraints capabilities, to deal effectively with

regional nuclear conflict. For example, a
Assuming a progressive, or at least strategy of graduated deterrence of

sustained, rapprochement between the regional nuclear conflict or coercion
United States and the Soviet Union. TNW would depend primarily on a credible,
could acquire a significantly different cost-effective conventional power projec-
context than their present posture as ab- tion capability backstopped by a carefully
solute guarantees rather than as an es- focused (and significantly smaller)
calatory control mechanism or firebreak nuclear threat centered on the nuclear
between conventional and global nuclear war-making potential of possible adver-
war. However, such nuclear weapons as saries. In cases where the interests of
might be required to validate US deterrent global nuclear powers did not conflict (or.migharantebes rqir in fact, coincided), reliance on the threat
guarantees vis-a-vis nuclear third parties of theater nuclear weapons might well

must pr,6eIni lower escalatory risks than sr th e clmmo ieatona intert
serve the common international interest

at present and be capable of providing while reducing the risk of collateral es-
decision makers with the most effective calation to nuclear warfare on a Wag-
and responsive means possible for deal- nerian scale.
ing with the demands of future crisis or Second, should detei rence in some fu-
conflict. ture incarnation fall, the ability of the

First. TNF should be considerably less United States to respond appropriately
capable of catastrophic global mischief could well depend on having a suitable
than the theater nuclear forces that range of response options and a flexible
presently link conventional defense and a means of Implementing them that encom-
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passes both ptrely conventional and, in retaining such weapons and the flexibility
a retaliatory sense, limited nuclear opera- they afford. if one accepts the argument
tions. For example, the immediate threat that we are stuck with TNF for the
of even a limited employment of nuclear foreseeable future, the question becomes
weapons against US allies or overseas one of force sufficiency: What kinds of
forces may compel the United States to weapons and delivery systems, and how
ponder the comparative advantages of many, might reasonably ensure that fu-
using low-order nuclear weapons and ture conflicts involving nuclear weapons
their conventional alternatives. Remote eithtr do not occur or, at the very least,
as it presently seems, the possibility Is remain within manageable bounds ac-
not Inconceivable that US decision ceptable to the United States.
makers may consider military threats There are a number of force structure
(particularly those of the nuclear- options available that might provide
biological-chemical variety) sufficiently theater nuclear capability adequate to
grave to require the most effective military deter regional nuclear conflict. Although
response available. There is no guaran- they appear well within the present
tee that the immediacy and magnitude of capability of the United States to achieve,
such threats may not require a recourse
to such weapons effects--be they nuclear
or conventional--as offers of the highest political liabilities and could be con-
probability of success in removing the sidered less desirable as a consequence.
threat decisively and instantaneously." Force structure alternatives include
Without such capability, altering the war- strategic delivery systems, dedicated
making calculations of states (or even (single-role) theater nuclear systems,
terTorist organizations) or contemplating dual-capable theater delivery systems, or
the use of weapons of mass destruction combinations thereof. Implicit in each
could prove exceedingly difficult, short of alternative are II c necessary Intelligence,
deploying US ground and tactical air communications, command and control,
forces to particular zone(s) of conflict. and other support systems. Implied as
Such a deployment could. In turn, require well are the design and production tech-
that the United States posture Its wel l ar the dg nd produc iech-
strategic nuclear forces to ensure the nologies essential to the kind of low-yield.
safety of Its own conventional forces from discriminate-effects weapons necessary
a limited nuclear attack. to maximize damage to chosen target

types while minimizing collateral damage
Future Force Structure and to nonmilitary infrastructures and

Extended Deterrence P°Pulations.9
Perhaps the most obvious force stnic-

In terms of their strategic role In ture alternative lies in the capabilities
security calculations, theater nuclear afforded byexlstng strategic delivery sys-
weapons seem to have developed a tems, including bombers, intercontinen-
flypaper quality that makes their disposal tal ballistic missiles, sea-launched
problematic for the foreseeable future. ballistic missiles, and cruise missiles.
Developments in the International arms Continental United States or sea-based
arena, the nature of existing nuclear strategic delivery systems, carrying
weapons technologies, the US commit- modified physics packages, might well be
ment to maintaining the status quo. and capable of achieving discriminate, low-
American perceptions of what constitutes order effects against a variety of hardened
an adequate/acceptable deterrent favor and unhardened targets within the
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euteluv's c'onvenlilonial miflitary and is the political visibility of a deterrent
nuclear weapoins ini-rastruct tires. Fur- threat made by using strategic nuclear
tiher, such sy.,tetns would obviate the delivery forces.
problems of pollic hally acceptable foreign Dedicated. single-role theater nuclear
basing and sevurity arrangements that forces have distinct advantages over
attend theater-based nuclear forces. strategic delivery forces in context of ex-
While such a force might become the most tended deterrence. Their purposes are
cost effective of deterrent options in terms defined in terms of the range and scope
of nmodlernization and sustainment costs, of their operational capabilities and the
It also appears to be the one most fraught hazards they pose to potential target
with tunlesirable political and strategic areas. Relative geographical constraints,
nillitarV side etl-cts. it such torces were limited size of payload, and other factors
called to a higher state of alert (e.g.. more clearly mark such systems as
during a crisis involving possible nuclear limited instruments of retaliation, al-
use by a regional nuclear power), separat- though what is limited or unlimited is
lug the actual from the perceived intent admittedly a function of where one is
of the United States could be difficult for standing should such weapons ever be
third-party nations. Given that the used. As a consequence, their relative
Soviet Union has not seen fit to discard credibility as measured means of enforc-
Its strategic agenda with regards to ing an extended deterrence would be con-
nuclear weapons, it would likely view with siderably greater than that of strategic
a Jaundliced eye any US actions involving nuclear forces and would be more closely
even the faintest possibility of nuclear linked to the conventional threshold of
employment. For, as Paul Bracken has options available to US decision makers.
noted, the extremelý tight coupling of Disadvantages of single-role forces in-
United States arid Soviet nuclear warn- clude opportunity costs of development,
ing, attack assessment, and command deployment, and sustainment relative to
and control systems has made the risk of those of multipurpose forces, the political
a Sarajevo effect more than a remote pos- and operational signatures of such
sibility Ill future crises; once the alert forces, and the comparative lack of
spiral has begun, the risk of a self- strategic/operational flexibility that they
precipitating nuclear conflict could in- afford military planners in an era of
crease dramatically.s Another potential limited defense resources.
disadvantage of the strategic delivery I Dual-capable theater forces possess an
iorce option is that It could convey at least added advantage over dedicated theater
the impression. If not the conviction, that nuclear forces in combining both conven-
the United States was reacting in a man- tional and theater nuclear warfare
ner inconsistent with either the actual capabilities in a single command and
threat or to a declared American interest control, basing, weapons delivery, and
in the nonnuclear resolution of a regional logistics support system. The economy of
crisis or conflict. While this reaction scale represented by such forces is hard
could obviously redound to the disad-
vantage of the United States in a g-neral to dispute, at least in te-ms of a utlly-
political sense, it could also make the cost comparison. Perhaps more impor-

threat of US nuclear retaliation less tantly, dual-capable forces up the ante
credible to the intended party. Of lesser automatically, in terms of providing an
concern. in terms of an adverse US public escalatory threat, by virtue of their innate
reaction and unfavorable responses on ability to deliver nuclear weapons as well
the part of allies and third-party states, as conventional ordnance. Because the
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signature associated with the alert and ferences in political and social ideology)
preparation of dual-capable forces for might change, strategic definitions of
nuclear operations could be less distinct what constitutes a threat to US security
than for other types of nuclear forces, interests will not differ too much in the

escalatory uncertainties posed by a o- future. The primary difference betweenl
ponent prior to or during a conflict could what has come to pass and what Is yet to
pgneantly pt rbe might well be the level of direct risk to
significantly affect his risk calculations. th UnedSassrtginulr

the United States--strategic nuclear
On the down side, whether dual-capable devastation in the case of deterrent
forces removed from the conventional failure vis-d-vis the Soviet Union as op-
conflict for the purpose of increasing the posed to an inability to fulfill our secuitty
level of readiness for nuclear operations commitment to protect and assist allies
would adversely affect conventional threatened with some form of nuclear
operations depends on the types and coercion. During the cold war, the TNF's
numbers of delivery systems retained on primary role was nearly synionymous
nuclear alert at any one time. Further, it with precluding the Soviet use of conven-
could be argued that a certain -isibility in tional or nuclear force against the United

presence (and potential intent) is a vital States and Its allies in Western Europe.

ingredient in a deterrent force's prob- Although a primary potential enemy has

ability of success. For dual-capable yet to emerge In the post-cold war era, Ihe
asbility realities of life in a nuclearized world

t eheate forcesuchd, viiityer mighreut be a make it probable that threats to US global
somewhat reduced, either as a result of a security interests significant enough to
relatively indistinct change in operational worry about will also be nuclear powers
signature (e.g., alert versus conventional of some stripe. If the traditional threat
sortie rates) or enemy desensitization to continues to recede, deterrence through
the nature of such forces. the escalatory threat of theater nuclear

Regardless of the specific composition weapons could well become a matter of
of the forces which ultimately comprise convincing potential adversaries of the
the US nuclear deterrent, the fundamen- lack of wisdom inherent in attempting to

tal strategic requirements of flexibility upset the global apple cart. particularly

and credibility in force capability should by employing or threatening to employ
nuclear weapons. Whether one agrees

underpin the options that US decision nulaweps.W throeges
underpbring the options thatnig Udesin with the specifics of such scenarios. cer-
makers bring to future bargaining tables. tain types of nuclear forces, including
Consequently. as regards the future US those that can provide measured and dis--
extended deterrent, the fact of such a criminate response options if cir-
measured escalatory capability would cumstance requires, will be necessary to
seem to be as important as its form. ensure the stability of the international

order in general and the security of US
Interests and Its allies in particular.

Conclusion Regardless of future developments in the
strategic relationship between the United

W HERE NUCLEAR weapons and the States and the Soviet Union, the middle
prevention of their use are concerned, the ground of deterrent options remains to be
logic of graduated deterrence appears al- held. For the foreseeable future, such
most to have become self-perpetuating. options would best be found in the
While the arch foe (heretofore the Soviet capabilities of technologically advanced
Union) and specific cause (profound dif- theater nuclear forces.
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